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As recession ends, job outlook brightens for graduates
By Loretta McCarty
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After several years of a disappointing job
market in California, spring 1996 graduates
and other job seekers are finally getting a
break. Following a five-year economic
slump,
California
is
43(’a
:
adding
jobs
about twice as
fast
as
the
nationo
w
as
a

This has been a recordbreaking year for companies
placing asvertisements for job
openings.

Theresa
Lanigan, a spring graduate and child development major at SJSU, said she started her
job search while on spring break and has
already landed two interviews that she said
look very, promising.
"I’ve been involved with child care since I
was 17," said Lanigan. "I’m not too worried
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hiring again.
"1 Iris has been a record-bre.iillIQ SI .11 ft
companies plat ing advertistim is ti
openings," said Peggy Blevins, emphiinitint
manager for the .San Jose Mercury News.
"However, about 65 percent are in the hightech fields."
The long lines of students waiting fin a
chance to talk to recruiters at the SiSt Joh
fair last Fellrtiat left no doubt that the
high-tech ph’, %,tI C. hot on campus, too
Amdahl, Nos ell. Seagate, Hewlett P.o kat d
and &ye ins it , !lets were lximhatiliil n tilt
tesinnes f 1, on thousands of students hoping
to get ii turin c to talk to the recruitet s.
Despite the clotnination of tech firms,
opportunities were abundant in all maims
and at
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Other
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About 802 bachelor’s degree receipients and
290 master’s degree holders ’acre sure,. ed
Source: 51.511 Career Center

See Jobs, Back page

English club
entertains
Campus group has fun
with literature, learning
By jerinifer Johnson
Spartan

angels fight,’ Hi&
kind of question English 1,
Linda Lappen asked the Pun
t
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It was a powerful
experience that
ranged from anger
to outstanding joy.
Curtis Ruel
audience member
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By Leslie Asbury
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

By Shane Lewis
Spartan Daily Staff Writer

Black
Saturday the
Last
Masque honor society inducted
nine students into its group in a
ceremony at the Belle Mia restaurant.
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World Repertory Ensemble saxciphime playet
Masaru Koga performed at the ia night ensemble
Wednesday night in the NI list( !Holding. The ensem-
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time with what we hae learned."
Apthorp said. She said Lappet’ is
the club’s sit-chiwn comedian and
entertains thrt nigh her diSlIISSIIIVIS
on what she doesn’t like in Me
erary world.
te, celebrate from rich literature," Lappet’ said She said
the club members get t,ige Met t,
watch movies and usiiall% the%
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comedy. "(We) laugh bet mist- we
know that’s not him it happened."
Lappet] said. She WWII ilte’Si Ariel
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World
Repertory
Ensemble
Performs

The shadows danced off
the walls as spotlights created halos aniund their heads
with stark whiteness.
Every ounce of breath
and soul went into their
work of art. And when they
were done, the crowded
room became engulfed with
crisp clapping and immense
smiles.
it was a powerfUl experience that ranged from
anger to outstanding .joy,"
said Curtis Ruel, an audience member and a recreSee Jazz, page 8
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Meaning of
life to be
examined
A seminar featuring the video
"What is the Meaning of Life (and
other simple questions)?" will beheld at 7 p.m. tonight in the
Loma Priem Room in the Student
’in( in. ’Me seminar is an attempt
to increase awareness on campus
about spiritual issues.
"What is the Meaning of Life
(and other simple questions)?" is
based on members from Campus
Crusade for Christ asking SJSU
students what they think about
religious issues.
Tint
and
Cinquini
Ruth
Johnson, the producers of the 45minute video, will be on hand to
give an introduction and help
facilitate the discussion and activities afterwards.
The video will be concluded
with a testimony by Campus
Crusade member Chris Snide!
wwho will share his views on ft
ing Christ and how he said he
came to know G(kl.
The event is free and open to
all members of the c inn pus comstudents
tics,
munity .11(.
i 111(.l 111g
I
and staff and will also include’
other churches in the area.
Cinquini, a sophomore at Spit
said she got the idea during
Christmas break and began to put
her vision into action by grabbing
Johnson and other club members
and hitting the campus.
"We just went up to students on
campus at the Student Union,
fountain, library and asked them
questions." Cinquini said. "Some
people didn’t want to be on video
but they were willing to answer
the questions. To be publicly
viewed was a problem for some
students."
Cinquini said she learned a lot
about what students think and
also how to take rejection. She
said the most surprising aspect of
the interviews was that some students looked at the questions and
said, 1 never thought Alien this."
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Special to the Spartan Daily

The society, which is ex c lustre
to San Jose, has been a part of the
university’s history for the last 66
years. In order to become a Meldher, applicants must have a 3.0
( ;PA (a higher and be graduating
seniors.
The new members were sworn
in during a ceremony in which
the previous year’s class entered
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the room wearing black tobes
and holding black candles, signihing the ta, t that they were alw ’tit
to bee( mie alumni menthe!. nil
the group I hem iii a syMbolic
gesliiie nil hissing the torch from
one generation to the next. they
handed the ness menthet. diet!
candles.
"l ilnnrik it’s great. The people

Baby calms X-Files mom
The responsibility of motherhood is
having a calming effect on Gillian
Anderson of TV’S weird "X -Files."
"I’m much milder than I was before,"
27 -year-old Anderson said.
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Lining up for Letterman
The scenery and the
restaurants aren’t San
Francisco’s only attractions.
New York’s most powerful
man in broadcasting tapes his
talk show in the City this
week.
Page 3
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Act riling to Bauman. ill,’;
than 90 people attended it,
event. Since the sot iets s ti nun,
hug in 1930. there have lie(
more than 700 members litchi, I
ed into it.
"We’re looking fin TICS, 0ti irk
who are interested in be( "top,
members," Bauman said

Six Cambodian cows pig out
In the traditional ceremony of
the Sacred Furrow, six cows were
led to plates of grains, water and
wine placed in furrows dug by a
royal envoy.
Page 4
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If you are creative enough, you can place the blame almost anywhere

A legal system gone awry
Bs Br( lu Bell
What’s the difference between a catfish and a
lawver %Sell, one is a bottom -duelling,
garbage-eatii ig scavenger. The other is a fish.
If sou haven t heard that joke before, souse pi hahis heard some other version of commentarY about
America’s love hate relationship with the common
lawyer. With more than 150,000 licensed attorneysiii
California alone, those thousands of individual, who
were diligent enough to obtain legal degrees are now
starving for work. What does that mean to we the consumers:. It means that we can now sue anyone for just
about any. reason.
Example number one: The Boston Herald recently’
reported that talk-show host Phil Donahue is being
sued for negligent pet ownership. No, his dog did not
bite anyone, nor was it killing sheep or even digging up
an expensive flowerbed. The dog was running loose on
Connecticut’s Interstate 95; hut Donahue is not being
sued by the motorist who hit the dog. Instead, he is
being sued by Kevin Jalbert a guy who drove by
the scene shards after the dog was run over.
Apparendslalbert looked over at the animal
just long enough to slam into the back of a fire
truck. After sumg the city Auld the driver of the
fire truck, he is now turning his attention to
Donahue and his wife.
Jalbert’s lawyer, Ronald Bozelko, is predictably
smug when he speaks about the case. The Boston
Herald quoted him saying. "What caused this?
One of the things is that the dog was running
loose ... the dog and the fire engine, or
both, caused the collision."
Imagine being able to sue someone else
for
your
own
stupidity.
This
Donahue/dog lawsuit is a perfect example of the American legal system gone
awry. In this country, it is now legalls.
acceptable to exercise poor judgment
in an ordinary circumstance and then
sue the person responsible for creating that circumstance. The person

s. h..
walls makes the poor decision is no longer
liable hit his or her actions.
Let me set up a hypothetical situation for you.
Suppose you buy a steak at the supermarket, but
instead of putting it in the refrigerator, you leave it on
your counter for four days. Then you cook it up so it’s
nice and rare. %oni eat it .uid (surprise!) you get sick.
Do sou then sue the supermarket who sold you the
beef, the person who raised the cow, the countertop
manufacturer (because after all. if that countertop had
not been there in the first place, you would not have
been able to leave the steak on it for four days), the
local Barnes and Noble salesperson because she failed
to aggressively sell vom on a copy of "992 ways to avoid
food poisoning" or the Federal Food and Drug
Administration tot Luling to require supermarket labeling about the dangers of
rancid meet?
If you are creative
enough, you can place

the blame almost anywhere. And, there are 150.0(X)
lawyers in this slate who will be happy to help you do it.
Yes, we do need some kind of consumer protection
against companies who have made legitimately negligent violations of public safety regulations, but let’s stop
some of this ridiculousness before it gets out of hand.
Oh wait, I guess it already HAS gotten out of hand.
I have a couple of other examples for you, in case
you do not believe me. In Portland. Ore., a man filed a
$1.3 million lawsuit against a Denny’s restaurant not
for racial discrimination, by the way, but because the
restaurant did not have a seat big enough for him to sit
in. He claimed that the manager’s relentless pursuit of
a chair was responsible for his severe state of emotional
distress.
In an equally stupid lawsuit, a student attending a
university in Pennsylvania claimed that he suffered
from post-tratimatic stress disorder as a result of his college’s actions. No, he was not sexually harassed by a
large emeritus professor named "Dr. Bubba," he was
placed into a living situation with a roommate he did
not like. Apparently, moving was a less attractive option
than the possibility of scoring a couple of million from
the pockets of his fellow students who would
inevitably be the ones to take the brunt of such an
action.
Consumer protection IS a necessity, but there needs
to be some limitations on the kinds of lawsuits that are
allowed into court. Or perhaps there just needs
to be limitations on the number of lawyers
who get into law school. With the combination of more than 150,000 lawyers and a
loose set of lawsuit regulations, someone
is always going to find a new and unusual way to sue whomever happens to be
around at the moment.
Berki Bel is a Spartan Daily Staff
Winer

Marriage is about caring and commitment
By Jennifer Johns( on
aisle four
/have walked down the
i Ines already and am now planning
for the fifth trip. Have you ever
heard the expression, "Always a bridesmaid and never a bride?"
To tell the truth, I do not dream of
the "big day." I just recently started
thinking about what marriage would be
impression has always been that
it Was something you are raised to do. I
do not think I have ever heard my parents talk about "pure love" and the connection two people feel.
But I think that is what it should be.
Too Malls people around me have tied
the kit dl tor what I think are the wrong
reason,. For example, one friend just
wanted to move out of her parents’
house, and is now divorced. My sister
married because she was pregnant and
she can hardly stand the man.

Too many people stay
together for the
wrong reasons and
too many people get
divorced.
There are .1 few good examples
around me. Nly parents have been
together since high school and my
grandparents on both sides have been
together since their teens. All of them
seem to have good relationships, so I’m
not quite sure why I am not jumping on
the marriage bandwagon.
I thought it was the man who was
afraid of commitment, but it turns out in
my situation, it is the winnan. I lotok at
my boyfriend and think about what kind

of husband he would make. After one
year together he still says he would
rather hang out with me than with the
guys and I like that.
All his buddies at work make fun of
hint when he leaves them to their "after
work beer lest" and heads for my house
to help me with the chores. 1 never ask
him, mind you.
How many guys invite their girlfriends to go fishing? That’s usually. an
excuse to get away. Maybe he knows I’m
not the kind of chick you can leave at
home.
We have a lot in common. I have
always wanted a man who would take me
fOur-wheelin’ or who would share a six
pack over the lake while the sun was setting. That’s Mark.
He has always wanted a chick who was
not afraid to swim in the lake because
the water is dirty and could stand up to
just about any challenge. That’s me.

So we are a match made in heaven.
Then what is the problem? At 26-yearsold I’m just too young and this is an
incredibly important decision, one that
should last a lifetime.
Too many people stay together for the
wrong reasons and too tnany people get
divorced. If they had considered the
decision to get married more carefully,
they could have avoided a lot of
heartache.
The good news is that there are still a
lot (,of people who live in happy marriages and are on the right track.
That is what I want. I want it to last forever. The idea of growing old with someone and sharing a life full of experiences
is starting to sound appealing.
Maybe I just have not finind the right
until now.
man
Jennifer Johnson is a Spartan Daily Staff
Writer

Letters to the Editor
CD packages
show racism
I would like to call at
to a subtle, yet undeniable form
of discrimination that is occurring in your friendly neighborhood record stores. On a recent
visit to a Blockbuster music
store, I was shocked to discover
that all the rap and R&B CDs
have an extra security device
around them.
I went in the store to listen to
two CDs. The new Cranberries,
a rock group and the Fugees, a
rap group. It was then I noticed
that the Fugees’s CD had an
extra, hard plastic. anti-theft
the
it, while
device out
Cranberries was in its (original
Looking
only.
packaging
around the store I realized that
all of the rap CDs had these
devices on them.
The question is why? The
answer is intriguing. Is it
because mostly young blacks
and Lan nos are interested in
rap? It most be, because I saw
no devii es On any Pearl lam or
Foo Fighters CDs. So why pick
ion the Fogeys? Are the record

sic ries trying to say their fans are
thieves?
\int might think I’m overreacting. but stop and think of the
message that is being sent to the
young fans of this music. We
don’t trust you; we think you will
steal from us. That’s negative
reinforcement if you ask me.
Larry E Hernandez
Journalism
Bilingual classes
are necessary
Pavio Katadzis’ letter (April
29) is a perfect example of the
emotional baggage that is
attached to the English-only
debate. In it. he states that people living in the United States
should learn English and it
should be "rammed down his or
her throat."
Yes, people should learn the
native tongue of their adopted
country, be it Mexico, China,
Japan or the United States. But.
to have it "rammed down their
throats?" I wonder how much
Spanish I would have learned it
the class had been taught only.
in Spanish.

Sue Bowling
Mass Comnumications

Doctor editorial
has inaccuracies

This letter is in response to
the editorial by Paul Eiser entitled "Caution: doctors may be
hazardous to your health" published in the Spartan Daily on
May 2. This editorial paints
very bleak picture of the medical community and contains
misleading information that is
simply untrue. Whereas Mr.
Eiser’s statements regarding
unscrupulous
"incompetent,
and impaired physicians" are
unfortunately true in some
cases, his statements regarding
the inaccessibility of informatit at about disciplinary aCtilms
taken against doctors is not
accurate. The Medical Board of
California publishes a quarterly
Action Report that fists the
names and cities of dozens of
doctors against whom disciplinary actions have been taken,
and describes the nature of the
offense or accusation and the
action taken by the Medical
Board in every case. This report
is available to anyone who is
interested at no cost by calling
the Medical Board at (916) 2632387. In addition, individuals
can call the Medical Board’s
consumer information line at
(916) 263-2382 and receive
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Bilingual education is a necessity in some parts of the country,
particularly in California. To
make some parts of the country
conform to one standard is not
only selklefeating as the
Spartan editorial stated, but
ignores the diversity of this
country. What is good in Illinois
or Iowa does not necessarily
translate to good in California
or Texas.
To make English the official
language is actually redundant.
English is the official language
and has been since the start. To
make a law that requires official
compliance takes away the flexibility to service the people as
local governments see fit.
Banning other languages in
school only hurts future generations. As the editorial stated, we
do need to understand each
other and ramming a language
down one’s throat is no way to
help.
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informatit on about the status of
a &cum ’s ic ense and whether
or not MIN at isations have
been made or disciplinary
actions taken regarding the doctor in que,tion.
The health care field already
has enough problems to overcome these clays, and does not
need people like Mr. Eiser
spreading negative opinions
that are based on wrong information. Journalists have a
responsibility mmward their readers, just as doctors have a
responsibility to o their patients.
Being careless with that responsibility can Ix! damaging in both
Cases. I agree with Mr. Eiser’s
closing statements that as consumers, individuals should be
careful and research their medical problems and health
providers like any other service
they pay for. As a journalist, he
should be careful’ and research
his subject matter before publishing material that could be
misleading to readers.
Robert L. Kronisch,
SJSU Student Health Service
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Liberalism
sucks; I’m a
Republican
ast week I told you I had given up, that I
had succ
bed to the (overwhelming
surr
ding forces of liberalism. I she
my conservative views and took on the cloak of
the left. I became a liberal.
A surprising number of my fellow students
took me
!HS’
at
word,
KEN
either
welcomMCNEIU.
ing me tor
chastising
Ile. Most
knew my
words
were
in
jest, pointi ig out the lunacy of the left, but
some did d mble-takes after seeing me actually
wearing Birkenstock sandals.
ant here to tell you now that I gave it my
best shot, but in all honesty, liberalism sticks
and I proudly stand back on the right. An elephant-sized, true red, white and blue, Ronald
Reagan lovin’ Republican. Frankly, I just cc midn’t stomach what the left had to offer.
Early in my week as a liberal, rather than tow
facts I began to use ad Imminent attacks against
those on the right. Believe me, it’s much easier
to call someone a "jackass" than to come tip
with any coherent argument against a person s
ideas and beliefs.
Then, when convicted killer Keith Daniel
Williams Was executed by lethal injectio WI am here to
last Friday, my new
liberalism compelled
me to feel sorry fool tell you now
this
I.
murderer.
valiantly fought ti."-at
gave it
hold
smile
urge too
one’s
hand
Friday evening d"
anti m
" y best

shot but

sing "Kum-bye-yah.’
How awful for hirn._,
my
liberal
brain
thought. How
ble to be put to death liberalism
by the same
who oppose abortion.
Then I threw tip.
My body was obviously rejecting this liberal
garbage.
I tried to understand the decision of the
SJSU Academic Senate to drop a science
requirement from the general education
requirements while at the same time add multicultural classes. The biggest fear of the A.S. was
appearing politically correct when making the
change.
Under the guise ()leasing the pains of transfer students, which technically they have done,
and using a student survey from several years
back as justification, the AS. removed an academic class for two feel-good classes. A politically
correct move if there ever was one.
In 1993,49 percent of incoming CSU freshman failed the English Placement Exam and
47 percent failed the math exam. In 1995. 63
percent failed the English exam and 41 percent failed the math exam.
There is a certain logic to these people wanting to change the curricula. When such a large
number of students are entering the CS1,1 system needing remedial education what do liberals do? Bring the standards down to the lowest
commtm denominator. Rather than keep higher standards and make an SJSU degree mean
something, the A.S. has cowered to the small
minority lobby on campus. I would have to ask
lithe A.S. pees their pants every time "La Raze
calls. It is exactly this type of political correctness which is destroying our entire university
system.
The fact of the matter is conservatism is winning. Despite the liberal reputation of SJSU, a
silent majority of the student body is conservative (or is, at least when presse(1, more conservative than liberal). Countless times students
and even some faculty have conimnented to me
positively on articles I have written. The positive responses have far outnumbered the hate
mail and phone calls I received this semester.
My experiment with liberalism has only reinforced my conservative values and beliefs. The
conservative approach to fixing the problems
of the country is based on the individual relying on him or herself rather than relying on
government to provide. The university should
do the same. Focus on the individual, not the
group. Students will be better served in the
long run.

peoplesucks.

lirn McNeil is really a liberal.
lin final column will appear next Theiday.
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All Spartan Daily readers are encouraged to express
themselves on the Opinion page with a Letter to the
Editor, which should be 300 words or less.
Letters or viewpoints must be typed and may be,
put in the Letters to the Editor box at the Spartan Daily
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Jose State University. One Washington Square. San Jose.
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and refreshments. 12:30p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 4347471.
Campus Democrats
Meeting. 4p.m. Student
Union, Montalvo rm.
Call 364-1243.
Catholic Campus
Mass. 12nixm. johlitV
Center, 195 F.. San Fernando St. Call 938.1610.

Today
Altbayan Club
Meeting. 2:30p.ni.-rm.rn.
Student Unii in,t’evitanoan on.
Call 534.1140.
Art Department
Student art sale and silent
auction. All day. Student
Union, front. Call 924-4318.

Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Special Book Sale, with prices
50 percent off (donations welcome ). I 0 a.m.-2p.m.
Wahlquist Library, rm. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 9242705.

Concert Choir
Choir needs tenors and altos.
Apply 9a.m.-I0:30a.m.
Music Bldg., Choral Activities
office. Call 924-4332.
Da Undaground
on KSJS (90.5 FM)
Undergo mind mask,
Hip-flop, Rap, Rythm
and Blues, Old School,
Dancehall - for SJSU.
10p.m.-2a.m. Call 924-4599.

Okinawan Shorn Ryu
Karate Club
Workout. 4p.m.-5p.m.
Spartan Complex West,
rm. 202. Call 924-8759.

Black Alliance of
Scientists and Engineers
Study night. 7p.m.-10p.m.
Sweeney Hall, rm. 314.
Call 924-8026.

School of Art Sc Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
1 la.m.4p.m.(reception 6p.m.8p.m.). Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Building Social Support
General therapy group.
12:30p.m.-2p.m. Administration Bldg.. rm. 201.
Call 924-5910.

School of Art Sc Design
Tuesday Night Lecture
Series. 5p.m.-6p.m.
Art Bldg., rm. 133.
Call 924-4328.

Buhver-L
EolIlish hth
Meeting, with entertainment
and refreshments. 3pin-4p.m.
Faculty Offices, rm. 104.
Call 436-7471.
Catholic Campus Iktinistry
Noon Mass John XXII Center
195 E. San Fernando
Call 938-1610.
Da Undaground
on HSJS (90.5 FM)
Alternative music for SJSU.
10p.m.-2a.m. Call 924-4599.
Department of Nutrition
Sc Food Science
Bioelectrical Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
Noon-2p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., rm. 103.
Call 9243110.

School of Social Work
Presentation, ’The Graying
of Boomers- Career Opportunities with Aging Population.
4p.m.-6p.m. Washington
Square Hall, Social Work
Conference rm. Call 9245800.
%voenesi’s Resource Center
Open meeting. 1 1arn.12:30p.m. Women’s Resource
Center, Administration Bldg.,
on. 217. Call 924-6500.

Wednesday
Art Department
Student art sale and silent
auction. All day. Student
Union, front. Call 924-4318.

Graduating Session’ Recital
Performances of the music
of
Beethoven,
Fars*,
humann and Caplan’
o, voice and double
oon-1:15p.m. Musk B
rt Hall. Call 92
meeting for the
Mdio MOM.

t of Nutrition
& oDera:dtmenScience
Bioelectriml Impedance
Analysis testing, measuring
percentage of body fat ($5
for students, faculty, staff).
3:15p.m.4:45p.m. Central
Classroom Bldg., on. 103.
Call 924-3110.
Library Donations and
Sales Unit
Special book sale, with prices
50 percent off (donations
welcome). 10a.m.-2p.m.
Wahl uist Library, rm. 408
and Clark Library, lobby.
Call 9242705.
Meteorology Seminar Series
Seminar by speaker
Tim Haddbt_
11:45a.m.-12:45p.m.
Duncan Hall, rm. 615.
Call 924-5200.
Refatry Advisory
1Program ORFAP)
Drop.by
7p.m.
t Union, lobby.
Call 924-5950.
School of Art Sc Design
Student galleries art exhibits.
1la.m.-4p.m. Art Building.
Call 924-4330.

Asian Student
Support Group
.-4p. in .

PEOPLE
Impossible Cruise and Letterman fans lose
Cruise mission not just vehicle
NEW VORK (Al’) - Tom Cruise drew on his
lxiyhood kwe of AC [inn-Adventure stories to produce and stet- in "Mission Impossible."
"I was like a kid in a candy shop," Cruise said
in the June issue of Vanity Fair.
"I felt like I was 10 years old again, back in the
theaters. ’OK. what would I like to see? What
would be the coolest thing?"’
Cruise said he wanted to dispel any notions
that the $64 million "Mission Impossible" was
ills( a vehicle for an indulgent star.
He deferred his usual $20 million salary in
favor of a percentage of the profits.
The movie, a remake of the TV espionage
series, opens May 22.

X-Files Anderson mellows as mother
NEW YORK (AP) - The responsibility of
motherhood is having a calming effect on
Gillian Anderson of TV s weird "X -Files."
"I’m much milder than I was before," she said
in an interview in the June issue of McCall’s
magazine.
As a teen-ager in Grand Rapids, Mich., she
spiked her hair, pierced her nose and ran
around with a rock musician, she said.
When I became a mother, something inside
me shifted," said Anderson, 27, whose daughter,
Piper, is now 18 months old.

Letterman fans line up
SAN FRANCISCO (Al’) -The scenery and
the restaurants aren’t San Francisco’s only
attractions.
"The only reason I’m here is because Dave’s
here," said Nancy Kohr, who flew out from
Chicago to try to get a standby ticket for
Monday’s "Late Show With David Letterman."
"I won’t fly to New York to see him."
Kohr was among 15 or so people who braved
a chilly night outside the KPIX studio in hopes
of getting tickets for Letterman’s visiting show.
"I sent in 15 postcards and didn’t get any tickets. I’m tenacious and I want to get in the show,"
said Monica Bay, who also waited in line.
Letterman producers said they received about
250,000 requests but were able to hand out only
’2,345 tickets to randomly selected fans for this
week’s five shows.

Swayze’s butt the best say women
NEW YORK (Al’) - Tins Allen is the sexiest
unconventional star, say women surveyed by
McCall’s magazine, but Patrick Swayze has the
best-looking derriere.
Swayze’s posterior was preferred by 45 percent of the 5,000 women questioned. He beat

Kevin Costner, who has hal ed all for movie
swi lllll sing scenes, and lmuns Smits, who
showed his birthday suit on "NNPD Blue."
Allen, who gi unix on "Mime Impiovement,"
got 34 percent approval, beating out Patrick
Stewart of "Star Trek: The Next Genera
"
and Anthony Edwards of "ER."
omit

Former Miss America is a mom
NASHVILLE, Trill’. (Al’) - Former Miss
mother.
Rvddrr Dean Wilson was born Sunday at

America Debra MAO! IS a
B.I1/11S1 II’,S1/1141.

I it Is III,- Illst child for Slat tent and her FILMband, Russel Wits. in
Matfett, wt.}, , mm is sits, America in 1983, is now
the anchor fin I he Nashville Network’s Country
News.

Def Leppard’s Elliott arrested
wEgr HOLLYWOOD, Calif. (AP) - Del
Leppard singer Joe Elliott and his girlfriend
were arrested after deputies investigating her
assault complaint found that both had injuries.
Elliott, 36, and Bobbie Tolsma, 27, were
booked for investigation of spousal assault after
their arrests Sunday at the La flew Hotel.
Their injuries were minor, and they were
released on $50,000 bail each.
Tolsma had telephoned the front desk and
claimed she was being beaten, sheriff’s Deputy
Diane Hecht said.

Ricldes speaks for Comedy Central
NEW St fitIS Al’) - Pas attention. you hockey pucks: Don Rickles has landed a gig as a
spokesman for cable’s Comedy Central.
Rickles will portray "Don Rickles Paid
Spokesperson," an exasperated, sarcastic, slightly reluctant pitchman in a series of promotional
spots that will begin airing on the network in
June.
"Imagine, me getting involved with a kids’
show," the comic, who turns 70 on Wednesday,
said in a telephone interview from Las Vegas. "I
was delighted when they asked me. It’s a different look for me.... It’ll make me well known to
the young people."
He said the Comedy Central spots would be
"in the Don !tickles style."
In one promo, a pompous director’s use of
the word "gestalt" prompts Rickles to snarl,
"Was that a word? I thought you were blessing
me."
In another spot, !tickles walks in on a typical
American family, wordlessly changes their channel to Comedy Central and walks out.
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Former CIA director Colby’s body found
ROCK POINT, Md. (AP) - Police Monday found
the body of William E. Colby on a marshy riverbank,
more than a week after the 76-year-old retired spymaster disappeared while canoeing.
Colby apparently drowned and foul play was not
suspected, officials said.
Colby supervised the CIA’s covert warfare campaign in Vietnam in the 1960s, and then as director
from 1973-76 tried to clean up the agency during its
darkest hours.
He had been missing since he told his wife, Sally
Shelton -Colby, April 27 by phone that he was going
canoeing. The family has a waterfront vacation home
in this southern Maryland town. She was visiting her
mother in Houston at the time.

The canoe was found April 28 overturned on a
Wicomico River sandbar a quarter mile from the
home. The area is near where the Wicomico empties
into the Potomac River.
Cpl. Leonard Sciukas, a police officer with the state
Department of Natural Resources, found the body
around 8 a.m. Monday while out searching in a boat.
He said he spotted it from about 50 yards offshore,
lying face down in a marshy area. No life jacket or
his canoe were found with the body.
other items fr
The site is a few hundred yards south of where the
canoe was found. Searchers had heavily combed the
area last week. Sciuka.s said. Colby was likely alive
when he fell into the water and got hypothermia and
drowned, said Lt. Mark Sanders, spokesman.
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Amateur video belies Israel’s U.N. bombing claim
Peacekeeper camp shelled
repeatedly, not accidently
JERUSALEM kP , Ai
mateur video aired
Monday shows that contrai to Israel’s (laims. a barrage of Israeli shells hit .11. N. camp where:
I(.1st 91
civilians died, mid that an Israeli reconnaissame
plane was in the area.
Israeli offin ials had maintained that the U
pcat ekeepers’ amp in southern Lebanon vsas hit last
month bs otilsone or two stray rounds.
Until Sut iday. they had denied that a low-flying
drone, or remotelv piloted aircraft, was in the area.
"The importance of the tape is that it shows the
shelling is not one or two rounds that overshot, as
we’ve been told for the past two weeks." said Timor
Goksel, spokesman for the U.N. peacekeeping force
in Lebanon.
Taken by a U.N. soldier from a mile away, the videotape shows puffs of smoke emerging from the base,
indicating when shells hit.
A preliminars report by U.N. investigators found
the remains of 15 shells in the Fijian peacekeepers
camp
evidence of a heavy bombardment and not
an accidental misfiring.
A U.N. official, who spoke on condition of

shells." Peres said.
lie’ said the U.N.
peat ekeepers
also
’Fhe importance of the tape is that allowed
families of
it shows the shelling is not one or two fiezbollah guerrillas
into the installation.
anonynntv, said Israeli gun- rounds that overshot, as we’ve been
"We made a misners had "switched tar gets"
take and we are tell Oil)
ft tint
told
for
the
past
two
an
weeks.
area
where
sorry," he said. "We
Herbollah guerrillas had
regret it ... But, in on
Timor
Goksels
launc he’d rockets against
opinion, everything ((as
Israel to the U.N. camp.
done according to i leaf
spokesman for the U. N. peacekeepers in Lebanon
The attack on the U.N.
logic and in a respon sicamp took place .April 18
ble w.us I am at peace
midway through Israel’s 16with it."
day campaign to stop the
Israel government
Lebanese guerrillas from firspokesman Uri Dromi
ing rockets on northern Israel.
said Israeli gunners had different coordinates than
The offensive ended with a U.S.-brokered truce the officers who approved the attack near the village
that took effect April 26.
of Qana.
Prime Minister Shimon Peres, speaking during a
He said the drone aircraft was in the area on a difcampaign stop near Tel Aviv, said Israeli artillery ferent mission at the time of the shelling but could
responded to guerrillas who fired mortars at Israeli not see the CiVilianS because they were indoors.
troops. The shells missed by 100 yards, he said,
Dromi said the army would not punish officers or
adding the United Nations had to share sonic of the soldiers involved in the attack, but had made pro( cblame.
dural changes to prevent future ac4 idents. Gamut’ s
"The U.N. allowed the Hezbollah to establish two will be required in the future to get :I higher level of
positions near its installation, one for launching approval before opening fire.
Katyusha rockets and the other for launching mortar
Goksel said the video, taken by a U.N. soldier and
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Nothing to moo about: Sacred
cows signal bountiful harvest
Pt! Ni )N1 PENH, Canituidia
(AP)
Offered a smorgasbord
of treats that Punxsutawney Phil
might envy, sacred
cows
munched on grains and water
Monday in a manner that
soothsayers say portends well
for Cambodian farmers.
In the traditional ceremony
of the Sacred Furrow, six cows
were led to plates of grains,
water and wine placed in furrows dug by a royal envoy.
"The sacred cows ate 100 percent of rice grain, corn and
green bean, but 10 percent of
sesame, 20 percent of water, 20
percent of grass and did not
drink wine at all," royal fortuneteller Din Proum said after
inspecting the plates.

Translation: "The crops in
the coming season will be
perfect," he said.
The crops in the
Had the cows taken more
of the water, it would have coming season will be
portended floods. Had they
eaten the grass, it would have perfect
meant starvation. Had they
Din Proum
drank the wine, it would have
royal fortuneteller
meant evil would come to
Cambodia.
The Sacred Furrow ceremony is one of King
Norodom
Sihanouk’s
attempts to revive royal customs that many Cambodians was toppled in a military coup
associate with the relative peace in 1970 and remained unperof his previous rule during the formed during two decades of
upheaval
and
civil
war.
1960s.
The planting ceremony was Sihanouk became head of state
discontinued when Sihanouk under U.N.-sponsored elections
in 1993.
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"We OFTen BORROW Money
VeRy Much Too DeaR."
WiLLiao Make peace TbackeRay
When Thackeray wrote Bany Lyndon,
credit cards didn’t exist. Too bad Barry
couldn t take advantage of the terrific
rates we offer at The Golden I Credit
Union.
We’ve taken the confusion out of
selecting an all-purpose credit card.
When you apply for one of The Golden
I ’s VISA cards, you’ll get everything
you’ve always wanted in the card you
carry.
Because we understand that using
your good credit is a vital part of your
total financial portfolioto make purchases as diverse as major appliances,
fine dining, and holiday giftsThe
Golden I offers four different VISA
cards.
All four Golden I VISA cards have
a low annual rate and no annual fee.
And they give you a I% cash rebate’

on all qualified purchases. Each offers
worldwide acceptance and a wide
range of special services, such as free
cash advances at Golden I offices and
cash withdrawals through the VISA International Network.
You can pick up a Golden I VISA
Credit Card application at the Golden
I office nearest you or have one sent
to you by calling our Member Service
Center at 1-800-448-8181,
If Barry Lyndon had carried a
Golden I VISA card. Thackeray’s novel
might have had a happier ending. Take
a page from his book. Call us today,
and avoid "borrowing money very
much too dear."

Fighting continues in Liberia
despite call for cease-fire
MONROVIA, Liberia (AP)
Warring factions renewed their
fierce street battles in the capital
Monday, and fighting continued
past a cease-fire called by a powerful militia leader.
Charles Taylor, a government
official and head of one of the
militia groups that have ravaged
Monrovia in a month of bloodshed, said he ordered his loyalists
to lay down their guns at noon.
Hundreds of his militiamen and
allies continued to pour into the
city center to increase their manpower around the besieged military training camp at the center of
the monthlong battle.
Several
rocket-propelled
grenades slammed into the military camp, and small-arms fire kept
up after noon. It was not clear who
was firing.
Taylor,
who
touched
off
Liberia’s civil war six years ago with
a power grab, has refused to join
other militia leaders and fellow
members of the ruling council at
peace talks to begin Wednesday in
Accra, Ghana. He said the council’s civilian chairman, Wilton
Sankawulo, would represent the
government at the talks.
Taylor has said his presence in
Monrovia was necessary in an
attempt to keep civil order. Some
people fear he might try to use the
other leaders’ absence to make a
power grab.
On Sunday, hundreds of people
desperately tried to scale the sides
of a Ghana-bound freighter to
escape the increasingly brutal violence that has killed hundreds,

In a joint
JERUSALEM (AP)
research project, Israeli and
Moroccan scientists found that diabetics observing the Muslim holy
month of Ramadan apparently are
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not harmed by the day li gig fasts it
entails.
Dr. Maximo Maislos, a metabolism specialist at Israel’s Ben
Gurion University Medical School,

$195
BORROW

TEST

Preparation
Services

and Abdel-Rahman Kadiri of
Morocco’s University of Rabat
studied blood samples from 100
diabetic Muslims in Morocco and
50 in Israel.

Russians arrest spy
Russian offiMOSCOW (AP)
cials have arrested a RIISSian man
who confessed to spying for
Britain and plan to expel several
British diplomats who had contact
with hint, authorities said Monday.
"The man was seized red-handed as he was in the process of communicating with his headquarKostenko,
Boris
ters,"
said
spokesman for Russia’s Federal
Security Service, the main successor to the KGB.
A search produced "a spy’s
equipment," he added, without
elaborating.
The man admitted he was spying for the British Intelligence
Service and told the agents ahmit
his recruitment and contacts with

PLAN 1.()UR Sl.\1\111.:R//
TRAN’El. N( )11.!

100 Park Center Plaza, Suite 101
Mon. -Fri., 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.

Excluding purchase credits and cash ads ances. Accounts in default under terms id the agreement or
closed accounts forfeit all at, immolated rebates,

using the nickname Johnson’s
troops adopted because they fight
in the nude.
Oh, it’s Butt Naked,
"General Butt Naked," the most
feared
of Johnson’s fighters, said
it’s Butt Naked!
his men fight naked to be closer to
Liberian civilians God and to terrify their opporeferring to Roosevelt Johnson nents.
West African peacekeeping
troops tittered the fightitig
Sunday, shooting and killing two
of Taylor’s militiamen who tried to
prevent them from crossing a
bridge.
perhaps thousands, of Monrovia’s
Even before the latest vii
e,
residents.
six years of war had air tai Is killed
At least 2,500 people jammed more than 150,000 Libel ions and
the Bulk Challenge when it set sail, forced half of the country’s 2.8
waving farewell and singing "Lone million people to flee their homes.
Star Forever," a national hymn of
A six-man Council of State was
Africa’s first independent republic, seated Sept. 1 after international
founded by freed American slaves mediators brokered the country’s
in 1897.
13th peace accord since the war
Heavy fighting over the week- began. The council was formed to
end shattered hopes that the evac- prepare Liberia for elections by
uation Friday of Taylor’s archrival, August.
Roosevelt Johnson, would spur
Taylor is a member of the counmoves to end the violence.
cil. Johnson was a Cabinet minisInstead, the fighting became ter, but he was fired and charged
even more brutal.
with murder in connection with
Hundreds
of the
10,000 clashes in March.
Liberians who have sought shelter
His
refusal
to
surrender
at the U.S. Embassy residential touched off fighting that quit kin
compound watched in horror spread into a citywide spree nut
Sunday as five of Taylor’s fighters shelling, gunfire and looting.
were executed down a hill below.
Johnson had been barricaded in
The five men had their throats the military training camp since
slit; one had his ears chopped off. April 6, but was hustled out in an
Later, a boy of about 12 years armored convoy to the U.S.
danced nude around the bodies, Embassy on Friday.
waving an assault rifle above his
American helicopters then flew
head in a victory cheer.
him to neighboring Sierra Leone
"Oh, it’s Butt Naked, it’s Butt and on to Accra later that night for
Naked," the civilians murmured, the peace talks,
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Scientists collaborate on study

Sail Jose Orrice
CREDIT UNION

obtained by the Independent newspaper of London,
disproved Israel’s initial assertion that tus aircraft was
(art head. lie said it was not clear from the footage
what mission the drone was on.
Maj. Gen. Matan X’ilnai, Israel’s depots chief of
staff, confirmed at a news conferem e in Tel Aviv on
Sunday that a drone was present, but said it had nothing to do with the attack.
"We had a Mime over the area, but on another mission, and because of bad weather conditions we took
it
Vilnai said.
Ilc added that the drone was sent back to Qatia
after the shelling to see what had happened.
Vilna! said Israel knew that up to 9,000 refugees
were housed in U.N. bases throughout southern
Lebarion but had no indication there were any at the
base near Qana.
The British Broadcasting Corp., which aired the
amateur video, said the U.N. investigation was proving embarrassing for the nired Nations as well as
Israel.
The investigation revealed that Hezbollah guerrillas were allowed to take shelter in the base shortly
after firing on Israeli positions, the BBC said.
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British
intelligence
officers.
Rostra() said.
Kostenko would not give the
man’s name, date of arrest or any
other details.
British officials in Moscow
would not comment on the allegations.
The Russian Foreign Ministry
expressed "a resolute protest" to
Bntish Ambassador Andrew Wtxxl
over the use of diplomatic cover by
British intelligence officers, the
ITAR-Tass news agency reported.
A Foreign Ministry official
informed Wood that ’a number of
English intelligence officers who
hold diplomatic posts in Great
Britain’s embassy in Moscow" will
be told to leave Russia.

Russia,rebels
want to talk
GROZNY,
RUSSIA
(Al’)
Chechen rebels are ready for talks
on military issues such as prisoner
swaps but not for negotiations to
end the war, their top commander was quoted as telling a
RIISSiiin news agency Monday.
1TAR-Tass said it spoke with
Asian Maskhadov, who helped
broker a cease-fire agreement last
year, in the Chechen capital
Grozny.
Maskitadov, the separatists’ military chief-of-staff, said he was
ready for talks with Russia.
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CBS offers presidential
Hatcher stars in
candidates chance to speak ’Heaven% Prisoners’
through news programs
Instead tit gising
\
NEW lt 11:k
piesidennal (aiktisiares tie, pi tine time. 4 Bs
ilisni spt.a. Is. [he Sislels
IN I Oki ell:, Is .
his ss101 1{, s%, 1,1.4;1-anis
ii
toils lialt-is sat, and f con.,,Is

plan is to invite the
candidates to appear on CBS
News prt)grams to address LIR.
issues of greatest concern to the
viewers.
Our

tittering it. but it’s still onlY
ti1 mei rournalist Paul Taylor,
halt a loaf
vs Ito is Ii siting the ampaign tot prime -time
a(

eV, Said
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1).15
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.111(1111.111,. 111.11011g !hell beSi
tier network anchors
111
ISM kinc. lohn Chancelloi. Roger
Pattie!! \fa, ’sell aml I hssis,utd K.
Smith and In silts. \Ian Simpson. R -\\’ II.,
John
Bill Bratilc%.
\ I .
and Paul stilton. Dill.
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to his ii is I hat liable
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"Our plan is to unite the candidates to
1/1 Sigiams to address
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the issues to .l sliest soncern to the siewers,"
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wotikl
gi \ tit substantial time is,

Ii’. hit said III 3 1111011e 111Iel-
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Paul Taylor

to gtie candidates two to fist.. iiiiiiiiteS
itile lithe in the 1111111th

think so then it’s all the more worthwhile
in pi tine tittle, because in pi inn. time it will
tea, is mole than (limbic the audience sit the
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NEW YORK (Al’) I
Teri
thatcher has any faults, it’s a tendency to be "overanalyticar
By that she means she "errs on
the side of feeling attacked rather
than feeling helped."
The 31 -year-old actress says
maturity is helping her to overcome that habit, and as an examshe cites the now-infamous
"’Dim Arnold Incident" at the
Golden Globe Awards earlier this
year.
Hatcher was a co-presenter
with the comedian, standing idly
by as he began a series of antiRoseanne jokes that weren’t well
received. He num became flustered and stumbled over every
word on the teleprompter.
Hatcher recalls. "I just leaned
in and very nicely went, ’Maybe I
should speak.’ The whole audience just roared. So he says back,
’It’s robably not what you do
best.
The star-studded audience
gasped.

Hatcher ignored the remark
and proceeded to smoothly read
everything
front
the
teleprompter.
"A lot of people gave me a lot
of credit for handling myself
well," she says. Warren Beatty and
Annette Bening stopped Hatcher
during the commercial break to
congratulate her on her aplomb.
Arnold sent flowers and apologized, but Hatcher insists she was
never angry.
"I looked at it in terms of, he’s
a comedian trying to have the
timing of a comedian. I said
something that got a big laugh.
And he jumped in with that
comic timing to try to get something back. And he picked the
wrong words. That was unfortunate.
Her distinctly sunny view seems
to have helped her career as well.
Hatcher says she viewed herself
as a success, long before she
began spending much of her waking hours as Superman’s main
squeeze.
The star of ABC’s "Lois &
Clark: The New Adventures of
Superman," is talking in much
more general terms than that of
television stardom or fat paychecks.
Even if she were not an actress,

.kesisttnian Sherri Rollins said her
lielhoils still had the ft es -alt tithe proi
untiei is siisiils’t ation and vo mid have no

dates
-It a iti,s

sri direct mssijsiiissjiisation
irons in esids’n I is I amittlates is %NM this lisle
sin the evening news and CBS stenis to

immediate comment.

New law already affecting California
Is
’ui
A new
\ \ FKA \
tut kcal Into the letter al liliti_et iestrit ts pi is and itulgvs maim’
ases iii
prisons, and ahead% is anti

item

Institution

lii,,

is

marts

Slats

Feclei iliudges in Sa, I aniento have issued
statevsi( le 5,i-tiers requiring changes in prison
mesh( al and utiental 11,CalIll care.
is "has liii. twit
The new

a us, is
wrench inn, dm middle of a lot sit piisi tii
cases," said steien limittst the nonpit
Prison 1..1W ( hilts ’ishit Ii 11151 tSt’lle, 111111,11e%.
11 is of much tont ei n is I Ill, pstrill. sil,sils 111 a
case like Pell( an Psis. \slier(’ s s insists. iris here
lotind to ix’ tills I tlistinm, ’oar

Calitotnia
..S.
District judge
1.ast week I inlet
Melts iii Heridel son. ssfis, has found constitutional violations at Ills’ stile’s maximum security Pelican Has posit, asked lawNers
hOW the lam atte, lest us units 11’11 is

i1.111(1, Eh(’ Re( sill ler,
a monitor to sic! St’s
is1 legal neWSISsipel. I l’pl /I led II )1111.1V
1,0% ( I SWAM‘, a ill Ils [SIMI that
The

He said pl-Mki(Slesi i It the lass- wells’ likes to
be Challenged on the groillids that (
judges to
cannot limit the power sit tedet
stop yiolations of the (lonstitillion.

requites the federal c tants, hither than the
States, to pa% hit Monitors, often a considera1)15’ exiiense.
-111, lass al., I Ali( OA,sn,sli
si
1. M .411( I11,

\Ss I Sills sin end !Is 55,111 I

But Attorney General Dan laingren, a
!along snip,’ tei ,st the new law, said it
would sIllb trisolons suits his prisoners.

1,1 Ilpg1 Mit 1511s, ill I mslishillsslis 11.11
il,tVC bee..11 111411 sills ,,11,1111111,,nal. 5.ilidgc
could extend an older besond two sirs it

-Cards unit taxpayers spend more than
$111 million ea, Is Nese delending the state
against lit shines s who lime nothing tO lose

ti current or ongoing Dineeded
lation.- him eSlit* that could require further
hearings
tedetal judges have superIn
vised conditions in lockup units at San
Quentin, Soledad and the Deuel Vocational

lawstiii against the state." Lungren
lw tiling
said in a statement April 21i, the day
President llinton signed the budget.
"This new law does not. it) .sirs way,
infringe on an inmate’s i,glit to file a legitimate claim with the courts. It does, lit ii’mm,c

(1(.11E111(1.

(If (let-S

pm (Si

ills

5.5

le sleisI isms e tor those imitates
the best way to spend time

who decide

belitild bars is to tie tip the courts wnli cases
claiming their rights have been violated by
things like getting a stomach ache after eating 5 hill, or because the prison will not give
them tree envelopes and stamps to send
mail."
The law requires prisoners to file claims
with all available administrative agencies
helot e going to mint.
It also makes it easier fur judges to orcicr
s is pas tiling lees and to dismiss
pm
suits..111s,111,1 iii hiss, in MIMS binds lees hit
3fllsi 515e15 1,tts-Ncl s.
hidei al pi isoileis who file frivolous snits
could Is
sentence reductions for good
behavior, laingrell is sponsoring a bill to
impose similat penalties sit state prisoners.
In the case oi Pelt( an Bay, located near
Crest ent C:itv rust south of the Oregon borski. I lentlei soil I tiled ittJanuary 1994 that
the tiequent use sIt excessive force and a
serionsh inadequate health care system violated the constitutional ban on cruel and
unusual punishment.

Hatcher says without any hint of
boastfulness that she would be a
success. At something.
"And that doesn’t mean money
to me," Hatcher explains. looking
every bit the ielaxecl, moneyed
somebody. Dres.sed in black slacks
and matching vest over is white,

sin ort-sleeved sweater, Hatcher is
sitting in one of the city’s (tiniest
hotels to promote her upcoming
film, "Heaven’s Prisoners," which
stars Alec Baldwin as an ex-cop
whose life is shattered by a crime
lord.
A makeup artist touches up her
impeccable
skin.
A
fetches a cup ssf coffee.

publicist

definitely the kind of person who
works really hard at whatever. I
always picture myself successful.
Skilled. And committed to whatever it is I’m doing."
In terms of her latest role,
Hatcher spent hours listening to
tapes a voice coach made of
Cajun women talking. Her character, Claudette Rocque, is the
wife of a New Orleans drug boss
played by Eric Roberts. In the
film, she effects a sultry, slightly
sinister drawl.
In person, she has a broad,
nonregional accent that probably
conies from growing up in San
Francisco.
The daughter of a physicist and
a
computer
programmer,
Hatcher says her parents initially
thought of her acting pursuits as
"a fantasy playland thing that I
was doing. They thought I was
going to grow out of that stage
and go back and have some sort
of real life."
Namely, in a career that would
have utilized her mathematics
major in junior college.
Instead, Hatcher dropped out
of school at age 20 to pursue acting. It’s a decision she credits to
the way her parents reared her
she always felt safe and protected
throughout her childhood.
’I think when you feel that way
it allows you to go, ’Hey, I can do
anything. I can try anything.’
Because, you have a great confidence and security."
Hatcher continues, "I’m

Immigrant beatings strikes a nerve

vs

Mexican official warns of
confrontation in meeting
--CITY
(AP)
MEXICO
Mexican concern about the satetv
of migrants in the United States
from
warning
produced
a
Mexican

Minister Jose
Angel Gurria that the two countries may be heading for a con-
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Foreign

frontation.
Gurria used a high-level meeting Monday with visiting American
officials to call attention to the
beatings of two
migrants by
California police and the deaths of
10
others
in
two
separate
California police pursuits. All
three events occurred within the

"titled a

Their migratory MAWS
does not by any means
alter their inalienable
rights as human beings,
nor denies their
important contributions
to the U.S. economy.
Jose Angel f.tirria
Mexican Foreign Minister

past five weeks.
With Secretary of State Warren
Christopher standing at his side.
Gurria said Mexico has a duty "to
protect the integrity and the
human and labor rights of our citizens.
"Their migratory status does not
by any means alter their inalienable rights as human beings, nor
denies their important contributions to the

U.S. economy,"

he

said.
At another point, in an apparent reference to the same issue,
Gurria expressed sleep concern
over the emergence of trends that
"could jeopardize our relations
and lead us down the road of confrontation."
The incidents involving the
beatings of the two aliens struck a

raw nerve here because it was Iaptured on videotape and btoatkast
widely on Mexican television.
for
(itirria’s
occasion
The
remarks was a meeting of the ’.S.Mexican Binatit inal Commission,
an annual high-level conclave that
this year has hrthight together a
combined

total

of 300 officials

front the two countries.
Eight other cabinet officials
joined ( ihristopher for two days of
talks «Acting an array of crossborder issues. After the discussions
end today, Christopher was to
with
meet
Zedillo.

President

at, mint of I
sav nig they

glowing

’S -Mexican relations,
vsete at an all-time

high. Sound et (morale policies
have put Mexico on the road to
growth, Christ, pher said, following the crisis brought abs int 17
months ago by a sharp devaluation
sit the peso.

lii addressing the migration
question, Christopher suggested
that the recent tragedies make
clear the threat that alien smuggling can cause concern for all
sides.
But
he
acknowledged
that
efforts to control niigration in
both countries "must be conducted with full respect fin. the rule of
law and the human rights of every
individual."
At the same time, Christopher
stressed that the United States has
a responsibility "to our citizens of
evert heritage to enforce our law
and protect our borders."
I le said local, state and national
officials are
investigating
the
recent incidents and that training
for federal and state law enforcement issues has increased.
"We
remain
conunitted

to
enforcing U.S. laws and preventing abuses of rights, whether by
alien smugglers sir government
officials," Clitistopher said.
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Vote for raise in wages
WAsIIINt ’ION (AP) Senate
Republii ails are trying again, both
with a showdown vote and talks, to
conic to grips with Democratic
demands for an immediate vote
on raising the minimum wage.
Iii their latest maneuver to force
the Republican hand, Democrats
said Monday they would filibuster
a bill to help fired White House
travel office employees unless it
was combined with a minimum
wage vote.

to score political points in this
election year by porn ay mg
Republicans as opposing help for
the working poor. Republic ails say
a raise in the wage would cost hundreds of thousands of en tr -level
jobs, but have agreed to eventually
take up the issue if it is linked to
measures
supported
by
Republicans.

Without that, Democrats say
they will defeat an attempt today
to end debate and bring the travel
office bill to a final vote. Sixty votes
are needed to cut off debate in the
Senate.

House Speaker Newt Gingrich,
R-Ga., predicted Sunday that a
minimum wage vote would take
place in a month to five weeks. He
suggested it could be part of a welfare or Medicare overhaul bill.

"What happened is simply
unconscionable and we have to
right these wrongs," Senate
Judiciary Committee Chairman
Orrin Hatch, R-Utah, in urging
the government to provide some
$500,000 to Dale ancl his six c
leagues.

Sett. Majority Leader Bob Dole,
R-Kan., who has seen his legislative
agenda obstructed by the minimum wage issue, said Monday that
he would meet Senate Democratic
leader Tom Daschle of South
Dakota today to offer a proposal
on the timing and conditions of a
minimum wage vote.

Senate Democrats in recent
weeks have tried unsuccessfully to
attach minimum wage amendments to immigration, term limits
and national parks bills.

Hatch accused Democrats
playing a "two bit game" in bloc k
mg the legislation «set the minimum wage. "I think Ilan ’s pathetic."

The current legislation is to
reimburse legal expenses of the
seven former employees of the
White House it,ts el of lice who
were fired m May 1993 so that.
Republicans harge, the office
could be stalled by friends of
President Clinton and Hillary
Rodharn Clinton.

But Daschle responded that
Democrats had "no choice" but to
keep bringing up the issue until
the Republican majority allows a
vote Hie Republican leadership,
he said, "underestimates the extraordinal v
that
frustration
[kiwi(it
are feeling" over thc ii
it lability to get a vote.

Resolution of the minimum
wage issue was needed, he said,
"so that we might proceed with
the business of the Senate .11,1 riot
have to file cloture on ivirN hill "

.1

DCITIOCI-Xs. v lii ii, Askilut f
90-ce111 fake
list, %Cal Ili I he
84.25 minimum wage. has es, Ight
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Dumpster fire
alarms cafe patrons

1 he White Mins( also initiated
,iii FBI insestigantin oh possible
I ent it the of lite and
oi f I
hit it tor, Bills Dale, was
chat gi ii with embezilement. He
was ac quitted last se,.u.

FiUlatt_
LartlitOr

The House passed a measure to
reimburse legal expenses of the
seven by a 350-43 vote on Mart h
19.

Two dumpster fires, tally minutes apart,
hit downtown San Jose last night causing
people to evacuate buildings and watch
gray puffs of smoke fade away into the sky.
"lhe first fire was reported at 956 p.m.
by Sari Jose
t! lieutenant Dan Katz at
Market and San Carlos streets behind
Royal Caatle night club. Its origin was in
the dumpster in the crevice between the
Cafe Matisse coffee shop and Royal Castle.
It didn’t get into the building," San
Jose police officei Craig Tarr said. "But it
was right behind where they keep their
liquor. If it had rem bed the liquor it
would have gone up a little bit better."
Engine number 30 was the first engine
to arrive on the !MAIM and had a four
minute response time. The second fire was
at Second and Santa Chita streets and Katz
said because of the time frame between the
two fires that they may have been related.
Customers and tenants were evacuated
from the coffee shop and apartments near
by.
"I was sitting outside and suddenly police

46
I was sitting outside and
suddenly police came by and
kicked us out of the coffee shop.
They said there might have been
explosions and for safety reasons
had us evacuated.
Bau Dang
Bystander

9,
came by and kicked us out of the coffee
shop," said bystander Bau Dana. "They said
there might have been explosions and for
safety reasons had us evacuated."
San Jose Fire Department Chief Mike
Ayala said that all fires are the probable
result of arson.

Democrats fail attempt to halt Republicans, federal gas tax
WASHINGTON (Al’) Senate
Democrats are
conceding they can’t block an election -year push by
Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole and other
Republicans to temporarily cut the federal gasoline
tax.
"They’re in the majority. They have the votes,"
Senate Minority Leader Tom Daschle, D-S.D., said
Monday.
Democrats are forgoing a fight even though many
are criticizing the reduction, saying it could amount
to a windfall for oil companies if they don’t pass along
the cut to consumers. And environmentalists maintain the tax cut would encourage more energy consumption and hurt the environment.
Republicans were hoping to unveil details of the
bill today and, in the Senate, possibly vote on it. Dole,
the presumptive GOP presidential nominee, said he
would discuss the timing of the vote with Dasale as
well as the possibility of voting on the minimum-wage
increase long sought by Democrats.
While under heavy political pressure on the minimum wage, Dole, R-Kan., proposed on April 26 to
repeal a 4.3 cent surcharge added to the gas tax by
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Its multimedia capahihties will
show you why the Mac’ mine
of the mist advanced computers. And with huiltin CD- goM
drive, mouse, keshoard and
ill the software you’ll need, it
sit easier to bring
wur work to life.

tti and Congress.
President
ssithout a single GOP vote, in
1993.
His c all ( tine amid increasing
atinos at i« from motorists over
gasoline prices, which have
jumped around 20 cents a gallon since February. Republicans
have sought relentlessly to
exploit the issue politically, and
Democrats defend against it.
Action by Republicans was to
coincide with Tax Freedom Day,
also today. As calculated by the
business-financed Tax Foundation, Tax Freedom Day
is the date the average taxpayer has earned enough to
pay federal, state and local taxes for the year.
A rival group, the Center on Budget and Policy
Priorities, calculates the cut would shave less than half
a day from Tax Freedom Day. But Dole said Tax
Freedom Day was "a great day to send a message, a
small message, but a message, to the American taxpayer that relieves at least some of their burden."

They’re in the majoi it
They have the votes.

PoworBoolr 190iin
.tiimillif
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At
the
White
louse. spokesniati Mike
%Cults said Chinon
wanted the t.tx ( tit , iiiisidered as pat t or .1 bat
an( cid budget. But that
Ii esn’t mean (.1tutiiii
Tom Daschle
Senate Majority Leader
ILA de( ided iiset() it.
11 it conies to its
NtILIT,M-R, we’ll look at it
separ.dels.McCurry
said. "We %soul(’ hope
that the Congress winild
give equal prunits eatmerit to raising the minimum wage.
The measure being prepared by Republu arts,
according to aides who spoke on condition of
anoininits. would ioat I the repeal in mid-Mas it lune
1 atul et id it tin Dec . 31. Republicans said (hes ssiitild
make it permanent in the 1997 budget due to be sent
to (intuits in September.
The leading proposal in both the House and
Senate for paying for the temporary cm was separate
legislation strengthening the government fund it isur-
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ing savings and loan deposits.
111.11 plan requires a onetinie
11 (an S&Ls and. under budget rules, the moors can
be used to offset the $2.8 billion cost of the tax cut
through December. House GOP leaders also are looking at a cut in Energy Secretary Hazel O’Leary’s travel
budget.
S&Ls don’t mind their money being used for the
tax cut because the deposit nisurance measill’e would
require commercial banks to share the ciist of paying
off S&L bailout hi rinds sold by the govert mien I in the
late 1980s arid earls 1990s.
The Clinton administration supports the S&L legislation and Daschle said he was "not necessarils
averse" to using it to cut the gas tax.
On Sunday, House Maj, wits- I.eader Dick Armes’, RTexas, suggested im NBC that the cut could be offset
by wringing waste from Italia al education poigrams.
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga.. said Mot ’day. "I
dot it think that will happeti."
House Democrats nonetheless scheduled a news
conference today with education groups to ridicule
Armey’s suggestion.

Hey, you. Yeah you. Down here. I’m talking to you.
I know what you’re thinking. Its a talking ant. Well, get
over it. ’Cause I got a beef to grind. All I’ve been hearing about
lately is how powerful Macintosh computers are. The power of
multimedia. The power of easy Internet access. The power
of cross -platform compatibility. Ad on top of that. Apple is
practically giving all that power away with their incredihly
low campus prices. Well, you know what I say? Power
is being able to lift 12 times your own body we.uht.
pal. See that leaf over there? Ito q000,1
go bench press it

a great time to pack a Mac.

Best price on Apple Computers for San Jose students!
Apply for Apple Loan, call 1/800-APPLE-LN
For all your computer needs visit
Spartan Bookstore Computer Department 924-1809

Prices subject to change without notice. See store for detail, I.united availability on certain products.
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In addition to directing the World Repertory Ensemble, Royal Hartigan plays percussion during a final run through before the actual performance in front of the audience.

Jazz: Inspiring improvisation
From page I
Lunn it was a true
ation and leisure snub,
mastery of iii instruments and improvisation."
Fool
it es ill ill were performed last
1N,Int.das eening In the world Repertory
Ensemble.
the go nip 4)1 19 students phis two guests
performed in the Music building fimr a crowd of
more than 50 pem mole.
The music ranged from Duke Ellington’s
"Birmingham Breakdown" from 1931 to Fred
Wei-Hatm Ho’s "I ’nderground Rath road to My
Heart" horn 1989.
Directed 1 is Royal Hat Nan. die ensemble
invited Pi ’lessor I late/ l alit zadeh from the
improsised music studies department and
Floyd DudIts it KSJS radio station to take part
in the !wit. militancy.
Dtuclles idly animated his original poem
"How Itaiit limn" as the ensemble performed a
piece tliat was inspired by the taking of the
land ft oin the American Indians.
The ia,./ ensemble is one of several which

66
It was a true mastery of
instruments and improvisation.
Curtis Ruel
audience member
students can dux)... from ni lirder um fulfill par
of their graduatir in I equit villeins in the improvised music studies pr. mgi AM. According to
Modkiadell, iuni.)% is,t114m is when the musician eithet reates mum, spontaneously or
interprets the written music in different ways.
The World Repertory Ensemble has been in
existence foi his sears as has the improvised
music studies wog: am. It usually rehearses
twice a week and performs mainly on campus.
Modirtadeh said that next semester the ensemble will showcase more off campus, such as at
local high schools.

Limited Time Only!

1’114 114

Keeping with the rhythm of the "Tie Me Sufre"
jazz performance, percussion player Chris

Terzian contributed his musical talents at jazz
night in the Music building Wednesday.

IBM will use Mac operating program
has arranged with Apple
NEW YORK (AP) IBM
Computer Inc. to use and resell the software that
runs the basic functions of Apple’s Macintosh computer but said Monday it won’t immediately build
Mar s itself.
The move is designed to help IBM sell the
PowerPC microprocessor chips it co-developed with
Apple and Motorola Inc. With the Mac software in
hand. IBM can approach potential builders of
PowerPC-based machines with more of the ingredient.; needed to build a computer.
Apple and IBM are trying to get other computer
makers to create machines based on their alternative
to Intel Ca mrp. chips and Microsoft Corp. software, a
design IBM created in 1980.
Though expected for some time, the news gave a
boost to Apple’s stock, which closed up $1.75 to
$25.62 1/2, a 7 percent jump on the Nasdaq Stock
Market. IBM’s shares fell $1.12 1/2 to $107 on the
New York Stock Exchange.
PowerPC chips have become standard in
Macintoshes during the last two years and also appear
in more powerful IBM systems, car engine controls

and other specialized compute!,
To stone analysts, the licensing step taken by IBM
for the Macintosh stiliware means little unless it or
facturer begins to also make
sonic other big in,
Mac systems. That’s because only one out of 10 new
PCs sold around the wr mild are Macs.
Executives from the iimtnpanies said they are still
trying to get all the pieces in place to encourage computer makers to take that step. They said VLSI
Technology Inc. has developed components and
FirmWorks has written basic instructions for new
PowerN;-based computers.
"With this announcement, we have an infrastructure to support a broad base of usage," said Michael
Attardo, the head of IBM’s chip manufacturing division.
In addition to using Mac software in PCs it builds,
IBM can relicense the program to other manufacturm
Datatech Enterprises
ers. Two Taiwanese copanies
Co. I.td. and Tatung Co. will be the first to do that.
They make ttiaiiu circuit boards for computers.
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DEFEAT THE CALIFORNIACl \ill "WRONGS"
DISCORIT

o

SPAH IAN DAILY

( :111(ls S111-541*

INITIATIVE

The deceptively titled "California Civil Rights Initiative" (CCRI) is
an attack on the rights of all people. Everyone benefits from
Affirmative Action. It insures broad access to jobs and education
for all people, not just those with money and connections.

hel gear

ARTCA RV ED j
Place: Spartan Bookstore
6=1 CID =
Date: May 6 - 10
Time: 10AM - 4PM
Added Hours on May 7 Until 7Pm

The California Faculty Association (CFA) is holding an organizing
meeting discuss plans for a broad -based coalition of students,
faculty and staff to fight the Civil "WRONGS" Initiative.
YOU HAVE
A VOICE
’SE le

Bring your friends and your ideas!

Dow JUST
STAND IriERE
DO SOMETHING

Thursday, May 9
noon to 2pm
Umunhum Room, Student Union

Free lunch provided for those who RSVP to 292-0323
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Schott’s controversial
statement draws ire

Bad call, Limp
"411111r"

11110,

gip

1 1\1 IN\ VII
VP.
1.1if st gaffe
stiggi Fig
111.11 littler itietelv ’vent too lir
has given ti t.ti it league baseball
another hl.0 k lNe .11Id pr ./1111311A
. all, In get rid of the
iiinati
Reds owner
hott repeated lief assessment
that Hide: started good but "just
1.11 during .111 interview
went
1,11/1
sl’
broad( ast Sunda%
night she said almost di, ’demiral thing in a iiiwspaper interview
four seals eat lief
The .-kf in -Defamation League
.usti the American Jewish Congress
on Monday asked major league
baseball to take further action
against Schott, suspended for the
1993 season bec ause she used
racial and ethnic slurs. She underwent srrisitivity training during her
banishment.
Phil Baum, the executive director id the American Jewish
Congress, called Schott "a crude
and thoughtless woman (who, has
now reached a new low."
Ken Jacobson, assistant :tat it it Ial
director of the Anti -Defamation
League, called Schott’s comments
"profoundly ignorant" and "offensive."
"She’s done it again," he said.
"You’d think she’d learn from the
past.... What everybody knows, but
apparently not Ms. Schott, is that
llitler’s blueprint for Germany’s
dominance of the world and tor
the Jews were made public in 1924
in ’Mein Kampf,’ nine years before
he came to power in 1933."
The
commissioner’s office
referred calls to the National
League, which had no comment.
After her statement was aired on
FSPN. ac Ong ii,1111111,1111111 Btid
Si 10)11

1111.0.41040sio,

41,
NW

9

110 ail

A

s, hg said

I Ili t t

just

prime comment." Baseball offic ials. speaking on the t 011(101011
be identified, said Selig
Itle% it
was furious
"Selig, himself an owner and a
Jewish wilem at that, must get rai
the phone and tell Scott Nunn% to
shut lip.- said Baum. vihri
Selmg ifsifiiiid -feeble
Baum
said Selig should appoint a coin
miner to find a buyer for the
Reds.
"hi retirement, Schott can pro(-red with her ravings without
defacing the game." Baum said.
"The fans in Cincinnati, and
throughout the major leagues in
fact, deserve better than this sad
excuse for an American magnate
anti spc utswomaii."
Sc hi Its statements were just the
line of missteps and
latest ill a it
offensive remarks by the Reds
owner in what was supposed to be
a war of recovery for baseball.
She has exasperated business
leaders far undercutting a tax campaign to build her a new stadium,
rItam.ii scorn for saying she felt
heated when an umpire died on
opening day, and angered fans by.
eliminating updates on the scoreboard to save money.
Local newspapers have called
on her to give up control of the
team, saying she is an embarrassment to the city.
"There’s an incredible feeling
of frustration probably by 99 percent of Cincinnati," said Michael
Rapp, director of the Jewish
(:ommunitY Relations Council.
"She seems to be constitutionally
incapable 01 understanding what
she’s saying," Rapp said.

48111,

Sonics’ gaurd receives
NBA defensive honor
in Linn, ‘Ann Ai

1

SPAR! \
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Todd Duncan, the only freshman on the baseball squad, looks in disappointment at the umpire after a strike three call during a preseason scrimage game. Duncan who spent the season playing in the outfield also started 17 games for the men’s soccer team.

Spartans focus on last game
By Jennifer Johnson
Spartan Daily Staff %hi,

The Spartans lost two
games of a three -game
series
this weekeild
against the Long Bear It
State 49er’s intlat e
preparing for their Lea
game tonight against
Mary’s University
Despite the knurl -Mg
from a few LBS1 tans,
the Spat tan baseball
team kept composure
Sunday. ht-fore losing 2-6. The 49er’s strong
pitching proved to be the clincher which
won them the Big West Conference Mk.
"Their pitching kept them ahead of us,"
Spartan Pitcher Jeff Fessenden said.
Coach Sam Piraro said 49er pitches were
in the 90-mile -per -hour range. John Alciati
lead the Spat-tan offense,
and Adrian
Fiair of doubles.
each of them I,
Long Bea( h ,,r 1 et Steve Hueston threw
,F irking out a career-high
for seven in it

II batters in picking up his fifth win.
49er Casey Martin sailed a home I tit) over
the left field wall in the second inning which
gave LBSU the early lead. The 49ers picked
up a few insurance runs from a pair of sacrifice flies from Keith Cowley.
it was a tough assignment for us," Piraro
said. "But we beat them (Saturday) 42."
In that second game, SJSU’s Brian Forman
hit a triple to bring in Travis Peterson and
Patrick Walsh stole home in the fifth inning
to tie the game at two runs apiece. Then
Steve Ashley singled in Ryan Johnson in the
eighth inning.
SJSU left-hander Jason Davis pitched eight
innings, striking out six batters and earning
his sixth win. Justin Farias pitched the last
inning, earning his seventh save of the season.
49er Jeff Tagliaferri went 2 for 3, including
a run -scoring &intik.
In the first game of the series. LBSU won
Friday’s game with a score 415-1.
The Spartans managed to get a lot of runners on haw. but found it hard to bring any
home. Piraiti said if the team could have got-

it have had a
ten a few more big hits ilt
better chance against the tip i.inked team.
"We knew it was going to be a hard fought
series," Piraro said.
Tonight marks the last game of the season
for the Spartans as they take on St. Mary’s
who will come into the game with a lifetime
record of 4-5 against the Spartans. The
Spartans are 27-28 overall and finished 7-14
in the Big West Conference. St. Mary’s is 1233 overall.
The game against St. Marc’s will be the last
game in the college baseball career for
twelve of the team’s players.
Before Sunday’s game a special ceremony
recognized the teams seniors: catchers
Desmond Aguirre and Geoff Fessenden. 11111 fielders John Alciati, Travis Peters( in. Eric
Stevens and Adrian Phillips, infieldei Jeff
Chandler, Chris Nardi] it and Chris ki
and pitchers Rich Leden. Israel Long and
Jesston Haines. Piraro was also hon.! id for
his inducticm nun> the CalifOrnia Community
College Hall of Fame.

Seattle wins to take a two game lead on world champs
The Seattle
SEATTLE (AP)
SuperSonics hit a playoff-record 20
3-pointers, including 13 in a row,
to beat the Houston Rockets 105101 Monday night and take a 2-0
series lead IiVel the two-time
defending NBA champions.
It was Seattle’s 11th consecutive
victory over the Rockets, including
six this season.
The teams combined for 33 3pointers, also a pla, ’If record.

Detlef Schrempf led the Smiles
with 21 points and Gary Payton,
selected the league’s Defensive
Player of the Year earlier in the
day. liad 18 points and made a key

in Game I. had 17 points and I
rebounds.
Games 3 and 4 will be played in
Houston on Friday night and
Sunday.

steal from Hakeem Olajuwon in
the closing seconds.
Clyde Drexler scored 19 points
for Houston. Olajuwon, held to six
points in Seattle s 33-point victory

Get one of the best summer
lobs you’ve ever had at our:

OPEN HOUSE
Thursday, May 9, 1996, 10am-3pm

1)0(,&Cli LOU RS
S.
\MIMI!
EARN MONEY IN USE:kW:II
TIRE]) OF TAKING Al 1. 1110SF
MEDICINES FOR ALLE1t(;Y
RELATED ASTHMA: If ’n IL .11 t a
itrat-smoket, t tsiitg inal or inhaled
steroids .0 Id lietwevii die ages of 1245 you can earn up to 162,000.00h%
participating it minim. reseal,it
Sillily for chronn asthma intlikeits
therapy runentiv available.

Apply on -site
Free Food
’TONS of job opportunities!
A leader in the small package pick-up and delivery business seeks men and women to
sort, route and handle packages. Some of the advantages of working for RPS include:
$7 AN HOUR TO START!
WORK OUT WHILE YOU EARN

For more information, contact our Regional

897 Wrigley Way, Milpitas CA
6140

TUITION REIMBURSEMENT
FLEXIBLE PART-TIME HOURS

NO WEEKEND WORK
CAREER OPPORTUNITIES

Recruiter at: (415) 873-1367

1111P1113

A CALIBER SYSTEM COMPANY

Allergy & Asthma
Clara Valley
Associates of
Research Center
0, San Trisi
titi
,1ve.
NI,.
4 1 55
1,11k
riaiview

CELI

RPS is art Equal
Opportunity/Affirmative
Action Employer
committed to diversity.
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SEA’

mentioned
had Jordan. \ktti
Robertson mid t worge Gervin. Ile
talked about Ralph Miller and Tim
Grgurich, lit.
He said tiles ill helped turn him
mt. the NBA Detenshe Pia% er of
the Year, an award he received
VI, incl.n.
Millet. now retired, Wit% P.IVI1/11.S
inn h .11 Or cgini State. At Ski. line
High School in Oakland, Calif. he
wanted to he like Gertin, an NBA
Hall of Famer.
"In high school, I was often SIVe
minded." Payton told a news un
ference. "I liked George Get \ in a
lot and you know he didn’t phis no
D. He didn’t play no D at all.’
At Oregon State, Miller convinced the 6-foot -4 point guard he
mild be an outstanding defensive
player as well its a top offensive
player who averaged 25.7 points as
a college senior.
With thc sonics, Grgurich, a
George Kul assistant and former
UNIY head coach, has worked
with Pavlof’, who led the NBA in
steals with a career-best 2.8) steals
a game this season.
After the Sorties made Pa% ton
the second pick in the 1990 NBA
draft, he found out quickly about

Rolfe, tson,
6-4 guard and
then a six-year veteran with
Milwaukee.
"When 1 faced him for the first
time in my pro career. 1 threw theball up the court and he jumped
in the middle of the :lir and
grabbed it,- Pav ton said. "1 said,
Hev. nil going in be like him. I’m
going to imitate him a lot.’ That’s
what I’ve been trying to do the last
couple of tears."
Payton, 27, whose nickname is
"The Glove" because of his defensive prowess, won his awards hands
down.
A panel of sports writers and
broadcasters gave him 56 of a possible 113 votes.
Chicago’s Scottie Pippen was
second with 15 votes. Denver’s
Dikembe Mtitombo. l,.st year ’s isti
ner, was third with 13 ’rites
Other players re, tlYing soles
David
were
Antotm I’s
San
Robinson (9), Hon.!, ill’s I iakeem
Olajuwon (8), Chicago’s lcirdan
(71 and Dennis Rodman (41.
Golden State’s Latrell Sprewell
Orlando’s Horace Grant (It and
Bo Outlaw of the Los Al ill. I, s
Clippers (1). Olajuwon,
Rodman and Jordan are pa,’
’lets of the award.

No Other Job Has These Perks!
GRFAT AM MCI

POSITIONS
AVAILABLE
IMMEDIATELY

Paramount’s Great
America is now hiring
positions which will enhance your resume and give
you the best job perks around’ After all, we’re the
ultimate thrill employer and these are not your normal
Jobs! We offer valuable work experience, free
management training, lots of responsibility, free park
admission, private ride times and many positions with
bonuses Apply today’

Positions open now:
Food Service Supervisor
Resale Training Supervisor
Seavrity ()Ricer
Electronics Helper
Information Center Specialist
Cash Control Section Manager:Super.

FULLTIME POSITION NOW OPEN!
v,ill

Cash Control Area Manager
.,,crArr cat sauhmg, securit al revenue aid hani, timit
pr
Pirritinn AAMIM with CoMpletc benefit, racii :nar

Don’t have a lot of time, but want In on all the
fun? CONCERT USHERS are needed nowl
Apo!, m person a 14111 Ape.... tt,nutd. santa Via.. 950 14
Wh’Ftli OPEN EVERYDAY MandayFnday. 9. ml,, 7
m to p nt JUST WALK IN’
Job liallme (408)986-5836 E0E/ANM/F/DN

p ra., weekends.9

The Ultimate Thril In EniploPneol! . .
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Briefs

Versatile
Fezz ends
career on
mound

1

MU% 4 and

Unsung Heroes Series
Geoff Fessenden,
member of the
Spartan baseball
team is featured
today in the second
suppliment of this
week’s unsung
heroes series.
sk, poge ’
This series will run
week long.

San Jose State l nis emit),

SPARTAN DAILY

By Russell Hall
Spartan Daily Staff Writer
Baseball
The SJSU baseball
team lost two of three
games against Lf3SU
last weekend.

It anything can be said about senior
pitcher Geoff Fessenden, it’s that he is
versatile. Dui tog his four years on the
Spartan baseball team, he has played
every position.
Coming from .Justin Sienna High
School in Napa. Fessenden lettered all
four years in baseball and was a threetime all league selection. His junior and
senior year he was picked as the team’s
MVP.
Fessenden caught the attention of
some powerhouse baseball schools,
including Stanford University, but ended
up as a walk-on at San Jose State
University because he didn’t follow
through on the recruiting letters.
"I wanted to come here (SJSU) so I
could keep on playing," Fessenden said.
In 1992, the 24-year-old Fessenden didn’t even make the Spartan squad. He
came back in 1993, made the team, but
only saw limited action as a reserve
infielder/outfielder.
It wasn’t until the end of the 1994 season when Fessenden broke into the starting lineup as a catcher.
"Nly second year at SJSU was the first
time 1 had played as a catcher."
Fessenden said.
Catching responibilities were all his in
1995 as Fessenden started in all but nine
games the whole season. Fessenden batted a respectable .287.
Little did Fessenden know that he
would be changing positions again this
Year.
With this season’s pitching staff suffering some had luck with injuries.
Fessenden found himself on the mound.
He made a few pitching appearances
in 1995 and SJSl. ,.ach Sam Piraro knew
all along he had a strong and accurate
arm.
This year’s starting catcher Steve Ashley
explained Fessenden’s transition to a
pitcher this way: "We knew he could help
us more there."
When asked about what kind of pitcher
Fessenden is, Ashley half jokingly
responded: "He has the best slider in division 1 baseball."
The co-captain admits that Ashley may
have been exaggerating a little about the
slider, but did say that it gets outs.
Fessenden has two versions of the fastball
(over-the-top and side arm) and of course
that wicked slider.
It would be inaccurate to say that
Fessenden was excited the first time he
was asked to fill in as a pitcher. He had
grown to like his role as a catcher and
knew as a pitcher he would not get too
many opportunities to hit, something
that he loves to do. However, Fessenden,
a team player, was ready to contribute
wherever needed.
"The pitching staff took a few knocks

, archer
oche,
Fes:ends.
pays n rss &la
gcro town
agar’s. 5+

Tennis
i’ormer Spartan Head
Coach, Butch
Krikonan, will be
inducted into the ITA
Collegiate Tennis Hall
of Fame on May 20.

Schedule
/
Baseball
,Jkes on Saint
Mary s tonight. The
7 p.m. game at Muni
Stadium will be the last
of the season for the
Spartans.
Woman’s Golf
The NCAA West
Regional Woman’s
Golf Championships
begin Thursday in
Lincoln, Neb.

Men’s Golf
SJSU’s next meet is the
NCAA West Regionals
May 16& 17, at
Stanford, TBA

Football
3JSU will start its season in August as it
takes on Air Force in
their first game in the
WAC

l’iiistos BY SIEVE Kt is. \ -SPARIAN DAII
Geoff Fessenden shares a laugh with his teammates while waiting for his turn to bat at a scrimmage practice Monday.
and we needed an extra arm," Fessenden
said.
Fessenden has been more than just an
"extra arm" as he has bolstered a struggling pitching staff this year.
He has appeared in 15 games as a
pitcher and has had two particular
appearances in which he remembers
fondly. On March 18, in a relief appearance against Cornell University, he
pitched 4 2/3 innings, striking out the
first five batters he faced. In the other
game he pitched four innings and got the
win then-ranked No. 1 Titans of Cal State
Fullerton.
It is Fessenden’s work ethic that his
teammates said got him the role of being
one of the team’s three co-captains.
Before a team meeting, various voices

from around the room can be heard saying "Fen is the man."
Piraro said Fessenden was quick to take
on the challenge when he asked him to
step forward to help the ailing pitching
staff.
"Geoff is a person you want to emulate," Piraro said. "He is a very mature
individual whose actions speak for themselves."
The finality of his last game of collegiate baseball today against St. Mary’s
College hasn’t sunk in yet, but he knows
he is going to miss the whole team.
"I’m going to miss it," Fessenden said.
"I am going to have a lot of time on my
hands and no baseball to fill it."
But he will have more time to spend
with his fiancee, SJSU student Allison

Atkinson, as they plan their wedding.
Fessenden proposed to Atkinson on the
field just before their Senior’s Day game
on Sunday.
"I called her out on the field with the
rest of the parents and proposed to het
right on the baseline," Fessenden said.
Fessenden, a biology major, will graduate in the Fall of 1997 andplans to attend
medical school thereafter.
He says the money is not a factor in
pursuing his career as a pediatrician or
general practitioner.
"I like biology a lot and I like to help
people," Fessenden said.
Ptraro agrees. "Anything Geoff does,
he will he successful."

BOUND AND GAGGED BY DANA SUMMERS
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RELATION-TRIPS

BY SEAN SPITZER

SPARTAN DAILY

San Jose State University

-luesday, May

Classi ted
The SPARTAN DAILY
rumbas no claim for products or
sarAces advertised below nor Is
shwa any guarantee Implied. The
clamiRod coition& of the Spartan
Daily consist of paid advertising
end Owings are not approved or
yenned by the newspaper.

CAMPUS CLUBS
MIN THE CELTIC HERRAGE CLUB.
Eryoy learn t% about Insn. Scottish,
and Welsh culture. Explore the
beautiful Celtic heritage. Open
to all students interested in
Irish/Scottish/Welsh music and
Culture. For more information,
call Kelly at (4081927,7925.

SHARED HOUSING
LARGE ROOM FOR RENT, 15X19,
near SJSU. Private bath, large
Closet. washer & dryer, 5500/mo.
Call Robin 283.9150 Avail 5/1.

FOR RENT
2 BR/IBA 571 S. DK 5700/mo.
2 blocks from Event Center. Free
cable TV and parking. No smokers
or pets. 2680439.
CHARMING CLASSIC 1 BR for
dean. cuet. sobs & fronoaly respon
able acUlt. $600/mo+dep. Avail 6/1
Single occupancy. 551-553 So. 6th
Si. 492-8828 or 292-3239. Uoyd.
STUDIOS FOR RENT 5295/MO.
Shared Rooms for 5175/mo.
Rent Includes Utilities.
Across Son SJSU. Parking
Pool/Fuzzball Tables. Arcade
Big Screen, Meal Plan Avail.
Call Nano 2866058
or Powell 2974823
2 BORM. APARTMENT $800/MO.
Security type bk,cirg
Secure Parking
Close In
Modem Building
Laundry Room
Village Apts. 576 S. 5th St
(408) 296893.

COMPUTERS ETC.
FOR SALE
$S WE PAY TOP CASH SS
’For Old/Used Computer
Memory & CPU’s.
*We Buy/Trade.in/Sell
Memory for IBM/MAC/SUN.
1-800-808-8356.

EMPLOYMENT
PIZZA A GO GO hiring now for
summer. Drivers/Counter/Cook.
Totally flexible hours. Really good
pay. Fun place tool See Tim at
117 E. San Carlos.
CASHIERS NEEDED to work at
remodeled Chevron stations. Two
locations. Several shifts open.
Pease call 295 3964 or 269-0337.

Associated Students Campus
Recreation LIFEGUARD WANTED
$10 per hour. 3 hours per week.
Call 9246217
HEAD UFEGUARD/
ASSISTANT POOL MANAGER:
June 24,Aug, 16. Salary $9.00
per hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Recreation Dept.. 354-8700 x26.

TEACHERS/AIDES Full time and
Part time positions avail. immed.
for two pre-schools in South San
Jose area. Teachers: Child Center
permit preferred & 12 units ECE
DELIVERY PERSON NEEDED. required. Aides: units not req. Call
THE SPARTAN DAILY is accepting Growth & Opportunity 779.1943.
applications for Fall ’96 semester.
DANCE/DRAMA/ART specialists
HOURS: 7am 9am.
needed for fine art day camp. Call
DAYS: Monday Friday.
PAY: 810.00/day paid monthly 3701877 for info or apply in perDUTIES: Deliver the Spartan son at Southwest YMCA. 13500
Outo Rd. Saratoga.
Daily to distribution locations
campus & recycle old newspanx-TEACHER: Before & After School
into the campus recycling
F, T. Paid medical.
CA License & DMV printour
:ental & vacation. ECE Or Rec.
required, if hired. Apply at
units required. Resume to:
Spartan Daily. Dwight Bente’ H.
Room. 203, now through May 12. Frederick Ferrer. @ Gardner
Children’s Center, 611 Willis Ave.
San Jose. CA. 95125. EOE.
MAINTENANCE
Health Club in Los Gatos has
openings on Tues. and Wed. RETAIL INVENTORY COUNTERS
mornings. Shifts are eight hours Must be dependable & have own
and begin at Sam. Send resume transportation. Enjoy flexible hours
by working around your schedule.
or call 3562136.
Learn new skills. Benefits and
AS Adventures needs Instructors advancement opportunities.
call Washington Inventory
Please
for our Fall ’96 Massage Therapy
and Self Defense courses. Martial Service at 408/2948196.
Arts okay. Cert/Exp necessary.
WATER SAFETY INSTRUCTOR:
Please call 9246218.
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary
FAMILY HEALTH CLUB in Los $9.04 /hr. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Gatos has openings for Fitness Recreation Dept., 354-8700s26.
Center. Front Desk & Childcare.
Wages & shifts vary depending
on department Apply in person
356-2136.

FRESHERS LEMONADE
Flexible hours available
408-734-5204
Local Amusement Para/Stadiums
WORK OUTDOORS WITh FRIENDS.
College Pro Painters is hiring
responsible students. No exp.
req. 56-510/hr. Work in Mt. View,
LA Hills, Call 413497-5434 ext. 2.
SWIM INSTRUCTORS - Family
health club in Los Gatos is
seeking experienced swim
instructors for immediate
openings. WSI or YMCA inst.
certification, CPR, First Aid, &
Lifeguard Training certifications
are required. Apply in person.
Call 3562136 for info.
TUTORS NEEDED Paid Interne*,
Part-tore spring with possible full
time summer. Cal 4159432236.
ENERGETIC HANDYMAN needed
for plumbing, painting. etc., for
rental properties. Please be
reliable, neat, good attitude.
$6/hour to start. Call 282-1505.
EARN EXTRA CASH II{
up to $120/week!
Become a Sperm Donor
Healthy males, 19,34 years old.
Univ. Students/Grads/Faculty
Contact California Cryobank
415-324-1900,114-F. 8.5pm

SWIM INSTRUCTORS/UFEGUARDS
wanted. A private club is looking
for responsible, qualified swim
instructors and lifeguards. The
primary responsibility of the
instructor is to teach group swim
lesson for ages 6 months & up. The
primary responsibilities of the life
guard is the safety of all patrons
in the pool area and to uphold the
club rules. Previous experience is
preferred, however not required.
’All employees must be certified
in First Aid. CPR, and Lifeguarding.
’Instructors must be WS! certified.
Salary is based upon experience.
starting at $6.00 an hour. Hours
range from 8:30am to 9:00pm
daily. Call 249.5699.

SKILLS INSTRUCTOR Teach
independent Living Skills to
Developmentally Disabled Adults
in the community. Must have the
desire to impart knowledge and
develop working relationships.
Spanish speaking preferred. Car
with insurance helpful. 57.21/hr
to start, with benefits at full time.
2030/firs per wk. CM 24134484. CAREER OPPORTUNITIES in
telecommunications marketing.
DRIVING INSTRUCTORS
Highly motivated people move
Full time summer job, must like ahead quickly in this exciting
working with people, be over 18 network marketing approach. Join
with good heath and clean DMV. the fastest growing industry. If you
408-971-7577.
are serious about your future you
need to check this out! Call John
VALET PARKERS P/T, nights & at 800-2686245 ext. 33422.
weekends for private parties in
Los Gatos area. Must have min. 1 TRAVEL THE EXOTIC ORIENT
year customer service experience. for FREE! Teach English in Japan.
& desire to serve people. Polite. For interview FAX resume to
well groomed, and professional 510.727-1139. Salary $30K.
attitude only. 20 yrs+. 55.50/hr. http://www.trenichapan.com .
-i, tips. Call Mike, 415/546-1747.
ARTS & CRAFTS FIRM needs
CUSTOMER SERVICE REP
people. Varied duties, semi-fun
Santa C ara cased printing and job. FT/PT. Also: could use a Mac
packaging co. seeks bright energetic Tutor & someone familiar with silk
CSR to join au gowng team. Clients screening. Bob. 9844020.
include Sega. LucasArts. etc. BA/BS
in field related to printing industry. SMALL THRIFT STORE close to
related exp, highly proficient on PC SJSU needs general help. FT/PT
(Word, Excel) rect. Salary commen flextime. Good job. Ed. 2933763.
surate with related course work &
experience, plus xInt benefits.Fax MARKETING ENVIRONMENTAL
corer letter.resume: 408727-1345. We need 3 individuals willing to
work hard for above average
FUNLOVING, OUTGOING
income. Part-time, Fulttime.
dependable person needed 4089884760.
for photographing evening
social events. No exp. nec.
JOBS JOBS JOBS
$7.00+/hr. 1-800.872-7892.
Borg-Warner Protect ve Service
FLEXIBLE HOURS
FT/PT/Weekends oriy
POOL MANAGER:
June 24-Aug. 16. Salary $10.60 $7-$9
$13.00. Call Los Gatos-Saratoga
Unarmed security officers
Recreation Dept.. 3546700 x26.
Prestigious client sites
Medical Benefits
Training/Uniforms provided
DAY CAMP DIRECTORS/Asst.
Military experience a plus
Leader. Call 370.1877 or apply in
person at Southwest YMCA. CALL OUR 24 HOUR JOB HOTLINE
1-800-385-9419
13500 Quito Rd. Saratoga.
or apply in person
591W. Hamilton@ Sri Tornas Exp.
SHERATON SAN JOSE
is now seeking candidates
Campbell, CA (408) 378.9760
for the following positions:
eoe/m/f/d/v drugfree workplace.
FRONT DESK:
COLLEGE STUDENT TO DO’ LIST
Guest Service Agent
_Register for class _Roommate
PBX Operator
_Place to love _Student loan _Buy
Bell Person
books _FIND A 1013!! _Strike
HOUSEKEEPING:
up a conversation with that nice
Guest Room Attendant
looking person I met at registration.
House Person
We can’t help you with everyFAX Resume to 943-1707 or
Appiy in Person:
thing but we may be able to help
you with a job.
1801 Barber Ln, Milpitas.
Would you like a position that
Job Hotline 9430603, ext. 151.
will compliment you class schedule?
Equal Opportunity Employer.
Positions mailable througbut San
WANTED BAND & ORCHESTRA Jose, Santa Cara. Frernart & Milpitas.
VANGUARD
Instilment Salesperson. Looking for
SECURiTY SERVICES
someone with retail experience.
Apply
M-F 8am-5pm.
knowledge of band & orchestra
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
instruments. Bilingual a plus. Call
comer Scott/San Tomas.
The Starving Musician 5549041.

THE OLD SPAGHETTI FACTORY
Looking for young energetic people.
Servers (21 or older), bussers.
host. Flexible hours. Fun people.
Apply in person, 51 N. San Racto,

PROGRAM COORDINATOR
wanted City of Si.- $9.52/hr.
30+hrs/wk. Anti-Graffiti Program.
Fax resume to 298-7020, or call
for more info. 277-3208.

Phone: 924-3277

ADMIN ASST. PART-TIME, Rex
hrs. Downtown firm seeks sharp
& friendly individual with excellent
verbal communication and typing
speed of 50 wpm. Must be detail
oriented. Computer experience
helpful. Will train. $9.00- $12.00
per hour to start. Fax resume
to 408/993.0759, attn: John.

SUMMER JOBSI Fro ..g r g Ly ii
Camp a traditorai outdoor carry
in SF East Bay Hiring tux season
Group Counselors; Instructors.
horseback ride / swim / fish /
canoe / row / crafts / sports /
mtn. biking / rock climbing.
References, experience and
excellent DMV. 5102833795.
LOOKING FOR A JOB
Temporary Permanent
Part Time
We are a small agency with big
contacts! Come in today, bring
your resume 8. tell as about yourself. We want to get to know you!
AVAILABLE POSITIONS:
*Administrative Assistant
Clencai
’Customer Service
’Receptionist
*Accounting
*Tech Support
Sales/Marketing
We’re here to help you!
Call Today
CAREER RESOURCES
Personnel Service
869 El Camino Real
Menlo Park
(415) 328.6687 (415) 328.4526
TELEMARKETING
Sell Calif’s best newspapers.
Flexible hours. open 9am to 9pm
7days a week. Hourly, plus bonus.
Near Light Rail, Transit.
Call Today, Work Tomorrow.
MEDIA PROMOTIONS, INC.
Downtown
408.494.0200
Campbell
408.364.2700
Office positions also available.

SECURITY ACUFACTS, INC.
%C.. EXPERIENCE NECESSAF.,
Corporate Sites Tot,
Too many Deno i,
Cs/. Swing Grave Sr .s F 76. P 1
Cal appy r senor Mo’,S,.n77
4082865880. 5550 Menber ho
(Awn. San Cabs arc( Pannicor,
berrid the Cad arc Party Sae

ARE YOU LOOKING FOR A FUN
and rewarding job? Become a
teacher or a subsitute for our
school-age day care program.
These are great positions for
students. Most teacher positions
are afternoons. WE. Substitute
positions are perfect for those
who have only one or two after.
noons available. Units in ECE.
Rec, Pay, Soc. or Ed are required.
Please Call Small World Schools
at 408-379-3200 ext. 21.
8257,000. My 2nd mar Income
2 years out of college. Not
multi -level, just an honest
way to make good money.
Call 800946.1690. Free info.

BARTENDER TRAINEES NEEDED
Earn to 525.00/hr salary + tips.
Students needed in the rnmediate
area. Fulfitime/parttime openings.
SUMMER JOBS! HIRING NOM Call today 1-415-968-9933.
6-8 P/T jobs earning $150 up to International Bartenders School,
S450/week. Jobs filler] on first
S40,000/YR INCOME
Crime, first serve oasis. Call
potential. Home Typists/PC
408249-8446.
users. Toll Free 1-800.898.
TEACHER/AIDES/REC. LEADERS 9778 Ext. T-2236 for listings.
Elem. school age recreation prog..
TEACHERS/TEACHER AIDES
P/T from 2.6pm. M-F during the
school year, turns into F/T (or P/T) FT/PT positions with infants,
during sum, camp p1-0g. /Ont. sal. toddlers. preschool & school age.
Los Gatos/Srtga. Rec. Dept. call Great advancement and growth
Janet at 354-8700x23. (Not wail opportunity. Good benefits, limed.
school year? Call for summer em- openings. ECE + caper. preferred.
ployment -lifeguards. camp leaders). Call Action Day Nurseries,
408.996-1437,
IMMEDIATE OPENINGS: Youth
Sports Instructor, Lifeguards. YMCA TEACHERS/DIRECTORS.
SUMMER OPENINGS: Lifeguards, FT/PT Suboulage childcare (6+ ECE)
Swim Instructors. Camp Counselas. preferred. M-F. 2.6 flex. Looking
and Sports Camp Instructors. for fun creative people who are
Accepting applications at the wining to make a difference.
South Valley Family YMCA. 5632 Summer opportunity also availSanta Teresa Blvd. San Jose. CA. able (childcare. camp. aquatics).
For more information, call Marie
at 408-3701877.

DAILY CLASSIFIED - LOCAL RATES

OPPORTUNITIES

WORD PROCESSING
CALL MARCIA 266-9448
,
Word Pour
x
Ed, hg F,,Ter- Pl.:, I.
’es
APA Turablan MLA

COCHRELL’S
PROFESSIONAL RESUMES.
Member of Professional
Association of Resume Wrders,
Reasonable Rates,
Call 356-6782,

INSURANCE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus Insurance Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
"Great Rates for Good Drrvers"
"Good Rates for Non-Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
"Good Student "Family Multi-car"
CALL TODAY 296-5270
FREE QUOTE
NO HASSLE
NO OBUGATIONAI
so open Saturdays 9-2.
WANTED
DENTAL PATIENTS WANTED for
CA Dental Board Exam. Free
cleaning, filling, and crown if
qualified. Contact Lai-Fong Lee at
415-9236515 for more info.

SCHOLARSHIPS

FREE MONEY For Your Education!
Apply for your share in millions of
unclaimed private setter aid. Call
Scholarship Resource Services.
PROFESSIONAL GUITARIST now 408-261-8676
accepting students who wish to
excel in playing guitar or bass. All FREE FINANCIAL AIDI Over $6
levels welcome: Beginning, 8 .0r, In pubic and private sector
Intermediate Or Advanced. Learn grants & scholarships is now
any style: Jazz. Blues, Rock. available. All students are eligible
Fusion, Funk. Reggae. or Folk. regardless of grades, income,
or parent’s income. Let us help.
Call Bill at 408-298.6124.
Call Student Financial Services:
CRIME PREVENTION INFORMATION 1.8002636495 ext. F60415.
1-900-622-COPS
$1.000 STUDINTSCHOLARSHIPSI
Personal Safety
$1,000 scholarships and vanous
Home security
awards sponsored by Packaging
Vehicle security
Industry! Enroll in Packaging for
Child safety
Scholarships available for
eligibility.
assist
Consumer
information
Spring and Fall 1996. Graduates
receive
5 or more job offers.
$1.70- mm. 19-min max)
Starting salaries from $30,...
18 yrs. / Touch tone phone
For
details.
contact Dr. Jorge
THE COP-LINE. Morgan Hill. CA.
Marcondes, Packaging Program
Bus, Phil 408-683-5723.
at
Coordinator 408/9243210.
IS 207 or CCB 200.
WRITING ASSISTANCE any
subject. Why suffer and get poor
grades when help .s just a call COLLEGE FINANCIAL NEED?
We can nelp. Phs, ate money.
away? Harvard Ph.D. (former
No pay back. For details, call
college teacher) assists with
research & writing. Tutorial also 510-632-0835 or 510 471-8667
avail. Friendly. caring. confoentiai
Convenient Peninsula ioca,
Dissertation/thesis spec -ii
Certain advertisements In
Samples & references ava,iabie
these colunres may refer the
Chinese & other languages
reader to specific telephone
spoken. Foreigners welcome!
numbers or addresses for
For free tips, tools and ideas or
additional Information.
how to improve your writing.
Classified readers should be
visit our user-friendly Website
reminded that, when making
at http://www.ael-plus.com
these further contacts, they
Regular email: acitinetcorn.com
should require complete
Call for free phone consultation’
information before sending
(415) 5260505...ask for Deist
money for goods or services
In addition, readers should
WRITING HELP. Fast professionai
carefully Investigate all firms
editing, rewriting. ghostwriting
offering employment listings
Essays, letters, application
orcoupons for discount
statements, proposals, reports.
vocations or nowchand I se.
etc. For more info, please cal’
Dave Bolick at 510401-9554.
VISA/MasterCard. FAX. E.Mall,

FOR NAnoNAL / AGENcy RATES CALL 408-924-3277

Print your ad here. Line is 30 spaces, including letters, numbers, punctuation & spaces between word:-

ELLE’ IOEIODI-1EILEDOODOI 1-1FLEIEDEIELLJ
DIIELJE11-1E1E1111-1-1- EL -1 I IT -IDE IEDEE
I 1 LL-IFILLIEDOE1
=-10111 IMOD HflEHL
Li[lEF1DELJE11-111E1
PP
11-1-_-_DEEIFOE__I F1
Ad Rates: 3 -line minimum
Two Three
One
Days
Days
Day
$9
$7
$5
3 limes
$10
$S
4 liners
$6
$11
$9
$7
511n..
$12
$10
$8
Olin..
$1 for each additional line

Four
Doty
$11
$12
$13
$14

Five
SINN
$13
$14
$15
$16

Mier the Mb day, rate increases by $1 per day
First line (25 spaces) sel in bold for no extra charge
Up to 5 additional words available in bold for $3 each

SEMESTER RATES
10-14 lines: $90
3-9 lines: $70
15-19 lines: $110

Please check /
one classification:
Ti, t

%imp

Send check cc money order to
Spartan Daily Classifieds
$an Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192.0149

i
iges
3reex’.’,
Everts*
4",-ncements
d"
Jcr Sae*
A
=- Sae*

Classified desk is located in Dwight Bentel Hall, Room 209
Deadline 1000 a m Iwo weekdays before publication
All ads are prepaid No refunds on cancelled ads
Rates for consecutive publications dates only
QUESTIONS? CALL 14061924-3277

rates available for these classifications. $5.00 for a 3 line ad for 3 days. Ads must be placed in person in
DBH209, between 10am and 2pm. Student ID required.
"Lost & Found ads are offered free, 3 lines for 3 days, as a service to the campus community

Special student

DO YOU HATE TO TYPE?
Ler e do "0, yOu’
Resumes. Term Papers,
Screenplays, APA.
Dictapnone
e
P.cuP / Dei.very
Julie 445 070’
HAYWARD FREMCHTUNION CITY

SUMMER DAY CAMP JOBS
Day Camp, Sports Carp & Specialty
Carp Director & Leader applications
836,000/YR. INCOME
being accepted at the Central potential. Reading books. Toll
YMCA. Applicants must be ener- Free 1.800.898-9778 Ext. Rgetic, enjoy working outdoors, 2236 for details.
have previous experience working
with youth & have the ability to
lead a variety of camp activities.
ANNOUNCEMENTS
For an application or more info,
contact the YMCA at 298.1717 or MST HAMMIER Rase $500 n 5
stop by 1717 The Alameda, San Jose. days-Creeks, Groups, arcs, maxi-ate:I
individuals. Fast, easy- No financial
TEACH INDEPENDENT LIVING obligation. 1-800.862-19920133.
Skills to Deve,opmentaily
Disabled Adults in the community.
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Only $57.00 per year.
Must have the desire to impart
knowledge and develop working
Save 30%. 60%
relationships. Spanish speaking
on your dental needs.
For info call 1.800.655.3225.
preferred. Car with insurance
helpful. $7.21/hr to start, with
benefits at full time. 20-30/firs
per week. Call 248-4464.
SERVICES
NATIONAL PARKS HIRING Positions are now available at National
Parks, Forests & Wildlife Preserves.
Excellent benefits + bonuses! Call:
1.206971-362004, N60413.

FAX: 924-3282

$100,000.POTENTIAL Hov. ic
make oi
:’,/ ’
ways. 514
’or r.uo Se,
check today. Robert Hyatt,
Box 2428, PercelNiiie, VA
22132 2428 Snipanc

ENVIRONMENTAL HEALTH MKTG
HEALTH & BEAUTY
5 FT/PT positions ay.,
i. -ow!
Rapid advancemer
-g
MEN & WOMEN
provided. People Pe’
r
PERMANENT HAIR REMOVAL.
preferred. Call for -.
Stop shaving, waxing, tweezing
408,244-4097.
or using chemicals. Let us Derma.
nently remove your unwanted hair.
BICYCLE MESSENGER SERVICE Back- Chest LipChin .
Part-time, am/pm shifts, flex sours. Tummy etc. Students & faculty
Mon-Fri, Serving Downtown San receive 15% discount. First appt.
Jose, Inner City Express. 22 West 1/2 ace if made before 6.31-96.
Saint John. San Jose. Apply in Hair Today Gone Tomorrow, 621 E.
person 7:30am.6pm.
Campbell Ave. #17, Campbell.
(406) 379-3500.
ASIAN WOMEN NEEDED
for egg donation. Desperate TIRED OF UNWANTED HAIR?
Asian couples need your help Electrolysis is the answer!!
to conceive. Can you help? I remove hair from any where
Ages 21-30, healthy and on your body, from facial hair to
responsible. Generous stipend bikini area. Call for appointment.
and expenses paid. Please call Camelia’s Electrolysis Piece.
WWFC 1.510.820-9495,
1190 Lincoln. San Jose, 9939093.
MonSat./ Free Cons. /Eve appts.
DOES YOUR SUMMER JOB SUCK? All Students Receive 20% Discount,
Our 129 year-old publishing company, Southwestern, is looking to
ELECTROLYSIS CUNIC.
select 8-10 students from SJSU
Unwanted hair removed forever.
to work in our summer program.
Specialist. Confidential.
Average profit from summer work:
Your own probe or disposable.
55,766. For interview information
335 S. Baywood Ave. San Jose,
call (408)241-9903.
247 7486
$1750 WEEKLY POSSIBLE
mailing our circulars. For info call
1.301-306.1207.
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International Students Welcome
Cost
SJSL
AFFORDABLE II EXPERIENCED
. g’
Professional Word Pr,
Theses, Term Papers. N.,- g &
Group Projects. Resumes, Letters.
Manuscripts. etc WordPerfect 5 1,
MP Laser II As formats. specializing
in ApA. Spelling, punctuation aria
grammatical editing. Free disk
storage All work guaranteed!
Worry free. Oependabie and prompt
service. To avoid disappointment,
call now to reserve your time!
Call PAM 247-2681 (13arr-8pmi
TOJO’S Word Processing Sentlos
ResurnesScnoo Papersnyers
Powerpoint presentations
’Color output
VERY LOW RATES.
Call Today! 408.937-7201.
EXPERT WORD PROCESSORS.
Science & English papers/theses
Our specialty. Laser printing. Free
spell check and storage APA.
Turabian and other formats.
Resumes, editing, graphics
and other services available.
Masterson’s Word Processing.
Cal Paul or Virginia 408251.0449.
PROOFREADING EDITING
& Word Process.ng.
Gel your papers edited before
they are graded; A polished
paper improves grades
Free pickup and delivery.
18 years business experience
SCHOLASTIC ADVANTAGE
(409) 241-0513

? ir
b..,s work accepted
Repo- rr- esesMLA/Turab.
Exper APA for’ ii 4m ed.)
WP5 1/6.0 Lase, i- ref Fax
7 Days a Wee.
1-00Pirn
(510)4410’, x-

.J4.J9794

PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
’
.
.
group
h wrier
cass? ette transcription All formats.
Fax available Experienced,
dependable, quick return.
Aimaden/Brannam area. Call
Linda 408 264 4504
WORD PROCESSING / TYPING
Term papers, theses. resumes,
VOW, Projects. etc. Free spelling
and grammar CheCk. Typewriter
available for filling in forms. Do
you tape interviews of people for
reports or later reference? If so.
I will transcribe your tapes.
FAX machine. Notary Public.
Will do one day turnaround when
schedule permits Cail Anna at
972-4992 from 8am to 7pm.

TRAVEL
EUROPE $269.
Be a little flexible and save $$5.
We’ll help yoa beat the airline prices
Destinations worldwide,
AIRHITCHO 900-397-1098
airnitchOnetcorn.com

EXPERIENCE THAILAND with Cal
State Hayward’s Bangkok Summer Quarter / Discover Thailand
NANCY’S COMPUTER SERVICES Tour. under $3.500. Academic
’Resumes ’Tenn Papers
credit. June 17 to August 6.
Letters *Tape Transcriptions
Info: Julie Clark. 510.885-3538.
20 years experience.
Low Rates!
408/297-3341.
SPORTS/THRILLS
PROFESSIONAL Word Processing
Theses, term papers. group
Projects, resumes. mini ormicro
cassette transcripton. All formats.
Fax available. Experienced.
dependable, quick return.
Almaden/Branham area, Call
Linda 408-264-4504.
THE PERFECT PAPER
Resumes
Research Papers
Manuscnpts. etc.
Worked with SJSU Students &
Faculty for over 15 years. Quick
Turnaround. 10 minutes from SAL
All work guaranteed. Call u,
from 8arm6prn (408)937421- .

100-r PURE ADRENALINE!
hotning compared to
The,
the er haton experienced by
skydv ^g: Tandem. Acceerated
Freefall, Turbine Aircraft.
SJSL, st,de, owhed & operated
BAY AREA SKYDIVING
1-510-634-7575.

REAL ESTATE
GOVT FORECLOSED homes for
pennies on $1. De nouent Tax.
Repo’s, REO’s. Your Area, Toil
Free 1.8008989778 Eat H 2236
’or current listings.
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answers will appear in the next issue
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5 Extremely
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Jobs: Companies hiring again
Fruit page I
.00l health to go
mean% qualified, many. .ue (Art MUM set sit es. The looked because they can’t effecCorps,
the
biggest
Peace
student tivelY explain how they can applY
employer of 1996. alone had 2.292 their technical skills to the lob,
job openings.
at
to the survey.
floweyer. most of the tee renters
And just as the skills are becomwet e looking for more than tech- ing more spec I ii tied, so is the way
nical skills. Many said they were to find a job. Networking is a must,
interested in students with some .ic c meting to two spring 1995 gradpi mums job experience on their
uates who have "been there, done
rt,tillles, or those who had played it and made it," despite the
leadership roles in campus orkmi- gloom% odds theY faced just a year
tauons.
ago.
"len Years ago we were just
"Putting together a ’killer’
looking at acaderesume and
Mit records," said
networking
Dana
Aiken,
with
my
regional m.mager
friends in the
of Fatten:unguent
industry
is
Publications hit
how 1 found
’Now we
are
my job," said
looking for peoRachel
ple with various
Koering,
a
backgrounds and
mechanical
good
work
Dana Alien engineering
ethics."
regional manager of Kntertaimnent major.
Sgt.
Koering
Publications Inc.
Lantow of the
said she was
Berkeley Police
getting nerDepartment,
vous during
another job fair
her
last
recruiter, said the
semester
department was
because there
interested in "good people with were a lot more jobs for electrical
diverse backgrounds and those than mechanical engineers. After
with critical -thinking skills, prob- striking the idea of moving to
lem-solving skills and leadership Detroit to work in the automotive
skills."
industry, she attended every job
Employers sav that oral commu- fair that came along, worked with
nications is the most desired skill the 81511.1 Career Center, and went
of emplmets. according to a on every interview she got, even
recent stir ’o’. done by the though some of them were for
National Y., it iation of Colleges. jobs she didn’t want. Koering said
Ii liii pei sonal and teamwork skills it helped to have friends already
oud and third. Even on the job so her resume found its
ranked
though ,
ale often tech- way to the right people. Three
ernmeni

66

We are looking for
people with various
backgrounds and good
work ethics.

weeks
brio: e
graduation she
landed a job at
Applied
Materials.
It took a little
longer for Carol
Mena, a psychology major. Meija
said she told
everyone
she
knew what she
was looking for
in a job.
’Abu
I ee I
know. The person you least
expect could be
the one that
gets you a job,"
she said.
Broadcasting
her
message
worked. By the
end of the summer, through a
lead from a
friend
of a
friend,
Meija
was hired as a
researcher at
P11010 KV PA1 t Mralli.s. SPARIA% DAILY
the American
Institute
for
in Cisco Systems’ Tony Lopez at the job fair in February, said that their company would be hiring more than 100 gradates this year.
Research
Palo Alto.
ing to the 1994-95 salary survey by for the New West, a group that
While networking may be the degrees will earn $2,822.
The U.S. Labor Department the National Association of focuses on trends in U.S. society.
new way to search for a job, some
things remain the same. A college found that a person with a college Colleges and Employers. This is The Center also found that the
degree is still the ticket to higher degree will net a $500,000 advan- especially true for those who are market is moving from manufacearnings, salary figures compiled tage by the end of a half-century of planning on careers in the com- turing and defense to highly paid
work life over someone who did puter science, computer program- jobs in more specialized industrial.
by the Census Bureau show.
A high school graduate earns a not get a degree.
ming, information systems, sales cultural and technological fields.
This year’s graduates are no and management, accounting or
monthly average of $1,077, while a
While optimism for this year’s
job prospects is running high, the
college graduate with a bachelor’s exception. They call expect an engineering.
overall
starting
The face of the job market is market is still highly competitive.
degree will net twice that at
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Win are we here? What is our
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"The
ideO is a tool for students to open their
minds to those questions and to hear what Christ has
to say."
Snider said sometimes people know what they
think hut can’t always put it into words.
Ht. said he believes the %icier) will allow students to
examine their lives and hear what other students
think as well.
"I like the idea of hearing what other people have
Iii say aim nit who God is." said Snider, who will view

the video for the first time on Tuesday, "because a lot
of times we aren’t aware of what other people are
thinking."
Cinquini said participants should not feel as if they
are attending a church gathering. She said the setting
will be informal and no one should feel intimidated
tel attend.
"We’re not going to have a pastor come up and
take an altar call afterwards or anything like that." she
said.
"There will be people students can talk to and
response cards so that students can reply on their
own. It gives them an opportunity to respond if it
strikes them."
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shower curtain and shower cap.
"It was a big send up." she said.
Apthorp said the club has featured speakers in the
past. Scott Rice, English professor (and "resident
humorist") did a workshop on how to write like
Danielle Steele, and Associate English Professor
Samuel Maio did impressions of famous poets.
Lappen gave her own talk on why she hates Ralph
Waldo Emerson, the literary scholar.
Another notorious act is the yearly "guilt list" which
is presented to graduating seniors and masters students. "It is to contain the books no one has read,"
Keeton said. "They should look at it and say ’I haven’t

read 75 percent of these In iitICS.."
Apthorp said the purpose is to put besiks on the list
which are obscure, ina« essible or even out of print.
"We like to make litttt teel futile on the day they
graduate," Apthorp said. Apthorp said the club isn’t
extra work for members, it is about having a sense of
community. "We’re mostly English majors. but others
have been involved," she said.
The club meets &inn 3 p.m. to 4 p.m. on Tuesdays
in room 213 and from 12:30 p.m. to 1:30 p.m. on
Wednesdays in room 109 in the Faculty Offices building. For more information contact Elaine Apthorp at
924-4489 or Paul Keeton at 436-7471.
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Get your Math, Science, English & History requirements taken care of at San Jose
City College. We’ve got the classes you need, and you’ll actually be able to get into them.
Call for your Summer Schedule. But hurry. Classes start June 17.
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SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
PARTIAL LIST
COURSES:

OF

Accounting
Administration or Justice
Art
Astronomy
Athletics & Physical Ed

Biology
Chemistry
Child C Family Studies
Computer Information
Systems

Construction Technology
Dental Assisting
Disabled Students
Program
Economics

Electronics &Computer
Technology
English
English as a Second
Language

English Learning Skills
Health Science
History
Humanities
Machine Technol ,gy

Mat he m at ics
Music
Natural Science
Philosophy
Physics

Political Science
Psychology
Social Science
Sociology
Speech

